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Litter continues to be an issue for managers of parks and protected areas

worldwide. Yet, little research exists examining the effectiveness of signage in

reducing litter in a variety parks and protected area settings. From June 26 to

August 18,2004 regulatory and interpretative signage were examined for their

effectiveness in reducing litter in backcountry and frontcountry campsites in

Whiteshell Provincial Park located in the Southeast corner of Manitoba, Canada.

Results suggest that there are differences between backcountry and frontcountry

littering. Results of a two-sample t-test indicated there are significant differences

between backcountry and frontcountry littering (t=3.78 P-value=0.0003). During

the course of the study the fire pit was the most likely location to find litter

(45.53% of total litter collected), while the water was the less likely location to find

litter (0.30% of total litter collected). Results also suggest that there is a

difference in response to interpretative and regulatory signage in both

backcountry and frontcountry campsites. The type of sign and the difference in

week produced a signifícant result (P-value=0.0001). Tukey's Multiple

Comparison Procedure demonstrated that the mean of the regulatory sign (mean

3.25) was significantly different from the mean of the interpretative sign (mean

5.78), but was not significant from the mean of the control group (campsites

without signs) (mean 2.70). Therefore, regulatory signs were more effective then

the interpretative signs, but were not more effective then the control group. The

interpretative sign was the least effective out of the three treatments. While

results indicate signage was not effective in reducing litter in Whiteshell

ABSTRACT
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Provincial Park; it is difficult to say with certaínty that this was the case.

Campsite accessibility, campsite functionality and climate may have affected

visitor's campsite selection, and therefore the outcome of the study. Campsite

accessibility and functionality were not taken into consideration when control and

treatment conditions were randomly assigned to sites. lt is hoped the study will

give park managers insight into the use of different types of signs in backcountry

and frontcountry campsites, and ultimately help to decrease the frequency of

depreciative behaviour in parks and protected areas.
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Manitoba's vast boreal forest provides unparalleled opportunities to

experience pristine natural areas and participate in a variety of outdoor activities.

ln recognition of this largely untapped potential Travel Manitoba has identified

Adventure Travel and Ecotourism (ATE) as a key focus of Manitoba's travel

product (Government of Manitoba, 2003). Sustaining this resource and ensuring a

vibrant ATE sector will, however, require sound knowledge of the potential threats

and the means to avoid or redress them. Litter is one threat that continues to be

an issue for managers and outdoor recreationists. A recent exchange in a national

outdoor magazine highlighted this continued concern for littering in our parks and

protected areas. ln the winter 2001 issue of Kanawa magazine, the past-president

of the Canadian Recreational Canoeing Association, Kirk Wipper, wrote a piece on

the continued problem of littering in our backcountry. He proposed that we place

signs denouncing litter and littering behavior at each backcountry campsite. He

then asked for the opinions of his readers. Shortly after, in the spring 2002 issue,

a reader responded stating that the backcountry should be left as is and that the

only way to prevent littering was through education (Smid, 2002). While there may

be aesthetic concerns regarding the use of signage in the backcountry, few

researchers have empirically measured the efficacy of signage. The question this

research will address is whether signage can reduce litter in backcountry and

frontcountry campsites and therefore, demonstrate whether signage is an

acceptable management technique for the reduction of litter.

CHAPTER 1
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Litter is a growing problem in parks and protected areas. Garbage can be

found in most backcountry and frontcountry campsites, threatening both the

ecological integrity of the area and people's wilderness experience. ln addition to

detracting from visitor's experiences, litter can lead to habituation of wildlife and

therefore potentially harm wildlife and lead to public safety concerns (Mace &

Waller, 1998). The lack of accessibility of backcountry campsites makes it difficult

to enforce littering laws and engage in regular cleanup. This can be especially

difficult for backcountry managers who deal with limited staff, funding, and

accessibility for an extensive backcountry area. Signage is one way park

managers can try to promote the pack-it-in, pack-it-out philosophy. However,

surprisingly little research has been done on the effectiveness of this method.

Given that there is a problem with litter in parks and protected areas and that there

is some controversy over the aesthetics of signage in the backcountry, it is

imperative to determine the efficacy of signage before any management action

can be taken. Little empirical research has been conducted on signage and the

reduction of litter in parks and protected areas. This study will examine the

effectiveness of different types of signage in reducing litter in both frontcountry and

backcountry campsites. The literature review will discuss litter and related

research, depreciative behaviour in parks and protected areas, the problem of litter

in parks and protected areas, and discuss the gaps in past research.
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Litter is not a new problem. An interest in issues related to litter began to

increase in the United States in the late 1960's and early 1970's when Keep

America Beautiful lnc. released a study on litter in the United States (Clark,

Burgess & Hendee, 1972). The United States identified that litter was a problem

that was costing the United States millions of dollars. This led to an increase in

research on littering behaviours and effective interventions. The following section

will discuss the broader research on littering behaviour and interventions for

littering such as, incentives and reinforcements, environmental interventions,

stimulus control, and written, verbal and visual prompts.

Littering Behaviour

Few studies have observed and examined actual littering behaviour. An

accurate picture of who litiers and why has only begun to emerge in the last

decade. When researchers in Australia observed littering behaviour outside a

shopping complex, they found that there was no difference between littering rates

of men and women. Also, people of all ages and backgrounds litter, people with

higher education were less likely to litter, and a lack of garbage bins was not a

major factor in littering (Beverage lndustry Environment Council, 1999). This

demonstrated the fact that there does not seem to be a littering 'type'.

Most people have littered at least once, however little is understood about

why people litter. When the Beverage lndustry Environment Council (1999) in

Australia examined littering behaviour and attitudes they found that there were

often major differences between attitudes expressed and littering behaviour. Of

3
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the people observed littering almost half stated that they had not littered in the last

24 hours. Moreover, three quarters of people said that littering was a'very

important' or'extremely important' environmental issue. The most common

response to why people littered was laziness. This study along with others

(Christensen & Clark, 1978) concluded that general littering attitudes are not

always connected to littering behaviour. People believe that littering is wrong but

many do it anyway.

One possible explanation for this discrepancy between attitudes and

behaviour is whether or not people's social or personal norms are activated at the

time of the behaviour. Kallgren, Reno & Cialdini (2000) found that the mere

presence of personal norms against littering is not the key determinant of non-

littering behaviour. They discovered that, "personal norms only guide behaviour

when they are focal" (Kallgren et al., 2000, p.1010). When participants became

aware of themselves (i.e. they saw themselves on a monitor being video taped)

and therefore, in touch with their own inner states, their personal norms regarding

littering became predictive. When participants did not experience increased self

awareness, or were not in touch with their own inner states and traits, their

personal norms did not predict their behaviour. Even though the people

interviewed in the study said they thought littering was wrong, they still littered.

This shows that littering behaviour may only be mediated by social or personal

norms when people become aware of themselves and their own personal norms.

Most people believe littering is wrong but will continue to litter anyway.

Therefore, littering behaviour does not always reflect general attitudes about
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littering. One way to counter this discrepancy is to help people become more self

aware, and therefore in touch with their personal norms around littering.

Interventions for Littering

ln the early 1970's it became apparent that littering was a problem in the

United States. This motivated researchers to begin studying different interventions

for littering. ln 1970, Keep America Beautiful examined how much it cost to clean

up litter in the United States. They reported that cleaning up litter cost the United

States about $500 million a year (Clark et al., 1972). As a result, researcher's

interest in littering and different types of interventions increased. These

interventions included incentives and reinforcements, environmental interventions

and stimulus control, and written, verbal, and visual prompts. These interventions

will be discussed in the next section.

lncentives and reinforcements.

encourage people either to dispose of their garbage properly or pick up litter left by

others. A review of the literature shows that incentives and reinforcements are

quite effective, especially with children (Clark et al., 1972; Burgess, Clark, &

Hendee, 1971). Several studies have looked at the use of incentives and

reinforcements (Geller, Chaffee, & lngram, 1975; Kohlenberg & Phillips, 1g7B).

Clark et al. (1972) tound that litter decreased significantly in a forested

campground when children were given litterbags and offered an incentive to pick

up litter in the park. lncentives included small items such as Smokey Bear

patches, Junior Forest Ranger badges, and Smokey Bear Fight Forest Fires pins.

Similarly, the use of incentives in movie theatres was found to be effective in

5
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reducing littering behaviour. This study found that there was a 95% increase in the

proper disposal of garbage when children were offered free movie tickets as an

incentive. This was compared to a 5% increase from a visual prompt, aB1"/.

increase when children were offered litterbags, and a 57"/o increase when children

were offered litterbags and given verbal instructions on properly disposing garbage

(Burgess, Clark, & Hendee, 1971). Kohlenberg and Phillips (1973) examined the

effects of reinforcement on the frequency of litter deposits in the Woodland Park

Zoo in Seattle. Researchers found the highest rates of proper garbage disposal

occurred when a reinforcement of a soft drink was offered. Litter deposits totalled

4577 and 6032 for the first and second reinforcement conditions, while the first

and second baseline litter deposits were 723 and 2403. The reinforcements were

also most effective with children. Furthermore, Baltes and Haywood (1976)

reported a 45o/" reduction in litter in a stadium when visitors were given a litterbag

with instructions and a one-dollar lottery prize.

These studies suggest that incentives and reinforcements are an effective

way to deal with littering behaviour. However, most of these studies involved

children, and therefore are not representative of the general population. These

reinforcements may or may not work as well for adults and no follow-ups were

conducted to see if the behaviour carried on to future experiences. Furthermore,

offering incentives can be both expensive and impractical. lt would be very difficult

to reward people in certain situations, such as in parks and protected areas. Many

parks do not have a permit system in place, and therefore do not know when or

how many people are in the park at any one time. Also, limitations of staff

distribution and time preclude the effective use of incentives.
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Environmental interventions and stimulus control.

interventions and stimulus control. Changing something in the environment can

lead to a different response in people, such as proper litter disposal. A number of

potential environmental modifications have been shown to lead to a difference in

littering behaviour. One environmental intervention is the presence of garbage

receptacles. The majority of studies have found that an increase in garbage

receptacles leads to an increase in proper garbage disposal. A series of studies

conducted by Finnie (1973) reported that there was a 28.6% reduction in litter

along highways and a 16.7% reduction of litter on urban city blocks when litter

cans were present. The lack of garbage receptacles also leads to an increase in

littering behaviour. Cialdini, Reno, & Kallgren (1990) found that there was a 50%

increase in litter when no trashcans were visible. Thus, the presence of garbage

receptacles typically increases proper litter disposal.

Researchers also discovered that the use of a more attractive litter can

(carried corporate sponsors) reduced litter by 31 .5% as compared to 14.7"/. wilh

less attractive litter cans (standard 5S-gallon drums). O'Neil, Blanck, & Joyner

(1980) found that people were more likely to deposit their garbage in trash

receptacles that had a mechanical 'thank-you' on it. They found twice as much

litter was deposited in the mechanical trash can as compared to the standard trash

can.

Littering behaviour can also be modified through environmental

The presence of pre-existing litter can also influence littering behaviour.

Studies have found that pre-existing litter encourages people to litter (Reiter &

Samuel, 1980). lt is believed that people are more likely to litter when descriptive

7



norms (what people typically do, i.e. they see litter everywhere) counter injunctive

norms (what people typically approve or disapprove of, i.e. littering is seen as

wrong) (Cialdini 2003; Kallgren et al., 2000). Cialdini (2003) conducted an

experiment in a parking lot examining the effect that descriptive norms and

injunctive norms have on each other. Researchers got an individual to walk

through either a dirty or a clean parking lot and litter each time in front of research

participants. They discovered people were more líkely to litter when they observed

the confederate littering in a dirty environment as compared to when the

confederate littered in a clean environment. This was due to norm salience; the

clean environment indicated that peopie typically do not litter (descriptive norm)

and most people believe that littering is inappropriate (injunctive norm). Moreover,

an experiment conducted in Philadelphia looked at how the environment (clean or

dirty) effects littering behaviour. Researchers found that when an area was clean,

littering was reduced by 45.5% when litter cans were present and 31.4% when

litter cans were not present (Finnie, 1973). Geller et al. (1977) also found that

people were more likely to litter handbills in a grocery store when pre-existing litter

was present. These studies support the idea that litter in the environment leads to

more litter.

Written, verbal and visual prompts.

A number of studies have examined the effectiveness of prompts that

increase proper litter disposal. Prompts can take three forms: written, verbal and

visual. Written prompts have been studied more often then verbal or visual

prompts. However, the majority of studies examining written, verbal and visual

prompts have not been in a park setting.
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Several studies have found that people are more ínclined to properly

dispose of their garbage when they receive written prompts (Durdan, Reeder, &

Hecht, 1985; Geller et al., 1975; Geller et al., 1977; Geller, Witmer, & Orebaugh,

1976). ln a study conducted by Geller et al. (1 977) the effectiveness of a handbill

with a written prompt concerning proper disposal of litter in a grocery store was

examined. Thirty percent of recipients properly disposed of their handbill when

given a handbill with instructions to use a specific trash receptacle. ln comparison,

only 9% properly disposed of their handbill when they received no written prompt.

Similarly, Dixon and Moore (1992) examined the effectiveness of posted feedback

in an attempt to reduce littering in a university cafeteria. They found posted

feedback prompted students to properly dispose of their garbage for an entire

semester. The positive effects of this intervention were still noticed two weeks

after the posted feedback was removed. Also, Reiter and Samuel (1980)

examined the use of two types of signs in deterring littering behaviour. The study

was conducted in a carpark where some floors had signs and planted litter, while

some floors did not have signs and planted litter. Handbills were placed on cars to

see what people would do with the handbills when the signs and litter were

present. The researchers discovered that people were less likely to litter the

handbills when prohibitive signs (33.2'/" littered) and co-operative signs (31.9%

littered) were present, as compared to when there were no signs present (41.9%

littered). They did not find a significant difference between the use of a prohibitive

sign ("Littering is unlawful and subject to a $10 fine") and a co-operative sign

("Pitch ln!").
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The use of two types of prompts has also been studied to demonstrate the

effectiveness of a combination of methods. Houghton (1993) found students in a

high school were more likely to properly dispose of their litter when a verbal

prompt by the headmaster was combined with a sign prompting students to throw

their garbage in the trash bin. This study demonstrated that a reinforcement of

messages will increase the proper disposal of litter.

A few studies have looked at the effectiveness of visual prompts in reducing

littering behaviour. Burgess et al. (1971) found that a short Disney film titled

'Litterbug' at the beginning of a children's movie only increased the amount of

properly disposed garbage by 5%.

These studies demonstrate that written prompts are effective in decreasing

litter, verbal prompts are effective when combined with other methods, while visual

prompts may not be as effective. While many of these methods have been found

to be effective, most of them are not suitable for a park environment. Written

prompts can be expensive, while verbal prompts are very difficult to administer in a

park setting, especially in the backcountry. This would require human resources

that parks typically do not have.

There have been many studies conducted on the subject of litter over the

past thirty years. While few have focused on actual littering behaviour, many have

focused on different types of littering interventions. These interventions included

incentives and reinforcements, environmental interventions, and written, verbal,

and visual prompts. Few studies have examined different littering interventions in

a park setting. This next section will examine the research that has been

conducted on depreciative behaviours in a park setting.
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Depreciative Behaviour in Parks and Protected Areas

Depreciative behaviour in parks and protected areas is a problem

experienced by all park managers. Depreciative behaviour can be defined as "any

act that detracts from the social or physical environment" (Roggenbuck, 1gg2),

and includes such behaviours as, vandalism, theft, rule violation and littering. ln

order to deal with these depreciative behaviours, park managers have adopted

two types of management strategies, direct management and indirect

management. Direct management is defined as "strategies overtly [used to]

regulate users through measures such as prohibitions and law enforcement"

(Hultsman & Hultsman, 1989, p. 61). lndirect management focuses on the use of

education to modify visitor behaviour in the hopes that they will ultimately behave

in accordance with park ethics (Hultsman & Hultsman, 1g8g).

Several studies have investigated the strengths and weaknesses of direct

and indirect management practices in parks and protected areas. Some believe

that the use of interpretation and education in promoting low impact behaviour is

ultimately more effective (Hultsman & Hultsman, 1989). Many researchers and

managers believe that it is through education that we are more likely to change our

attitudes (Bradley, 1979; cole, Petersen, & Lucas, lgBT; Nielson & Buchanan,

1986; Roggenbuck, 1992). However, few studies have measured the actual

effectiveness of indirect methods in the reduction of depreciative behaviour.

Furthermore, some believe that direct management contradicts the recreation

experience because "the dissonance between regulatory management

approaches and positive recreation experiences can be attributed to the voluntary

11



and pleasurable nature of recreation and the constraints implicit in regulations"

(Hultsman et al., 1989).

Contrary to this belief, McAvoy and Dustin (1983) argue that direct

regulation of recreation behaviour is more effective. lt is believed that indirect

regulation only has a temporary effect on visitors and reaches a small percentage

of people. Fufthermore, only conscientious visitors heed to the requests, while the

non-conscientious visitor will do what they please. Direct regulation of visitors will

reach the non-conscientious visitors and will enforce behaviours that are important

to the conservation of the area. Moreover, it has been found that under certain

circumstances direct management can enhance the visitor's experience. When

visitors understand why they are being regulated and the regulation assists them

in achieving their own recreational goals (such as solitude), they strongly advocate

for more regulatory management (Frost & McCool, 1988). Visitors also feel that

stricter enforcement of rules would not interfere with their experience (Clark,

Hendee, & Campbell,197l). Therefore, regulation, such as law enforcement and

rules, may also be effective in reducing depreciative behaviour in a park setting.

However, there is a problem with the enforcement of laws in a park setting. lt is

hard for park personnel to enforce laws. ln most parks, park management does

not keep track of visitors and the damage done in parks is found long after the

perpetrators have left. Furthermore, visitors value freedom and the lack of control

in parks and protected areas. Strict law enforcement could impinge on this value

for some, which would result in a loss of visitor satisfaction. Due to these

conflicting findings it is difficult to determine which method would be most

effective. More research needs to be done on direct and regulatory management

12



to gain a full understanding of its effects on visitor satisfaction. Many researchers

believe that in conjunction with other strategies direct and regulatory management

could be very effective in reducing depreciative behaviour (Christensen & Clark,

1 e78).

Research has focused on several areas of depreciative behaviour. Some

of these areas include non-compliant behaviour, lack of minimum impact

behaviour, and littering in parks and protected areas. Within these categories,

researchers have examined the use of both interpretative and regulatory methods

in deterring depreciative behaviour.

N o n-co m p I i ant B eh avi o u r

A major concern for park managers is visitors who do not comply with park

rules and regulations. Non-compliance often leads to further degradation of parks

and protected areas. Several studies have examined the use of interpretative or

regulatory methods to deter non-compliant behaviour. One study, conducted in

Mount Rainier National Park, examined the effectiveness of verbal interpretative

messages in reducing off-trail hiking. Researchers found 58% of individuals who

received the message stayed on the trail. While only 36% oÍ lndividuals who

received no message stayed on the trail (Kernan & Drogin, 1994). A concern with

verbal interpretative messages is that they may reach only a small number of

people. Furthermore visitors will not receive the messages important for

conservation of an area when an interpreter is not available. lnterpretative signs

have also been studied for their relative effectiveness.

A few studies have compared the effectiveness of both regulatory and

interpretative signs in deterring depreciative behaviour. Johnson and Swearingen
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(1992) found that a regulatory message on a sign was more effective than an

interpretative message in stopping off-trail hiking. They found lhal75% of hikers

heeded to the message "off-trail hikers may be fined", as compared to 52% ot

hikers who heeded to the more ethical message of "stay on the trail and help

preserve the meadow". A second study conducted in Ontario's Quetico Provincial

Park discovered that the use of regulatory signs increased visitor compliance to

campsite closures. Regulatory signs produced a compliance rate of 85%, while

interpretative signs produced a66"/o compliance rate (Gertsch,2000). These

findings suggest a regulatory method may be more effective than an interpretative

method in preventing visitors from engaging in certain depreciative behaviour.

Minimum lmpact Behaviour

Despite the strong support for direct management, the majority of park

managers have relied on indirect strategies to encourage minimum impact

behaviour. Minimum impact behaviour can be classified as wilderness techniques

aimed at sustaining the physical environment (Cole, 1989). Due to this focus on

indirect management strategies, most researchers have focused on indirect

management in their studies. These studies examined the effectiveness of

interpretative programs (Bradley, 1979; Brown, Halstead, & Luloff, 1992; Burde,

Peine, Renfro, & Curran, 1988; Cole et al., 1987; Hultsman and Hultsman, 1989;

Nielson et al., 1986), the effectiveness of written appeals for attention to low

impact camping messages (Cole, 1998), and examined the attention and

retention of visitors looking at low impact messages on trailside bulletin boards

(McOool & Cole, 2000).
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The majority of studies have found interpretative programs to be effective.

However, they do not always ensure that interpretative objectives will be achieved

(Burde et al, 1988; Brown et al., 1992). Sometimes visitors do not receive the

correct message or misunderstand the information. Brown et al. (1992) evaluated

the effectiveness of the Pemigewasset Wilderness Plan. The plan included an

active wilderness education program with wilderness rangers who promoted

dispersed camping and the no-trace camping ethic. After surveying visitors, they

found "limited evidence of the plan having much direct impact on visitor behaviou/'

(Brown et al., 1992, pp. 143). The information received on low-impact camping

and wilderness ethics did not seem to deter visitors from camping in heavily used

areas. Only 20% of hikers contacted intended to change their camping

destinations after receiving the information. These results show that some

educational and interpretative programs may not be able to relay the information in

a way that will actually influence visitor behaviour.

Also, interpretative programs only work when visitors are forced to

participate before beginning their trip (Burde et al., 1988). lt is costly and

demanding of other park resources to have such programs for all areas. Moreover,

visitors who utilise different areas and do not attend the programs will not receive

the information in the interpretative programs. Therefore, the information received

at such programs only reaches a small percentage of people (Burde et al., 1988).

Another popular indirect management strategy for conveying low-impact

messages is the use of trailside bulletin boards. Bulletin boards are often used to

convey general information about the trail and area and to promote and inform the

visitor of low impact practices. McCool et al. (2000) examined the attention and
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retention of low impact camping messages on trailside bulletin boards. They

obserued 64/. of visitors stopping at the bulletin boards. Visitors that stopped

spent an average of five seconds attending to the low impact messages. Visitors

were also given a comprehension test when exiting the trail. Researchers found

there was a correlation between message comprehension scores on the quiz and

the messages posted on the bulletin boards. Therefore, when visitors took time to

read the low impact messages the information was retained.

A second study examined the effectiveness of written appeals for attention

to low impact camping messages on trailside bulletin boards (Cole, 1998). Cole

discovered that a simple request for attention ("Please read this") was more

effective than a more complicated message in receiving visitor's attention.

Additionally, overnight users were more likely to stop when a message of

"enhance your personal wilderness skills" was posted. Overnight users also spent

more time at the bulletin board when the appeals of "avoid the need to restrict

wilderness use" and "be a responsible wilderness use/'were present. This may

indicate that overnight users are more educated about the problems in wilderness

areas, and therefore, more concerned.

These studies have demonstrated that indirect management strategies can

be effective tools to help educate visitors about minimum impact behaviours.

Unfortunately, indirect management strategies may only reach a small percentage

of people and the change in attitudes may not always be in line with important

environmental principles. Moreover, the idea behind minimum impact behaviour is

that visitors will learn a whole set of ethical principals to help guide their behaviour

in parks and protected areas. The problem with trying to promote a set of ethical
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principles is that they do not focus on any one behavioural problem, such as

littering. Furthermore, if people do not buy into these ethical principles, they will

not comply with the minimum impact behaviours (McAvoy & Dustin, 1983). Thus,

further management strategies may need to be taken to address those visitors

missed by the indirect methods. For instance, a more direct management

approach could be used in conjunction with indirect strategies.

Research on Litter in Parks and Protected Areas

Litter is a common and pervasive problem in parks and protected areas.

Surprisingly, however, there is little research on the effectiveness of interventions

in the actual reduction of litter. Many studies have focused on visitor and manager

perceptions rather than the actual amount of litter present. The next section will

discuss studies on management interventions, management perceptions on litter,

and the use of persuasive communication theory to develop management

strategies.

M an ag e m ent i nterve nti o n s.

Few studies have examined the effectiveness of interventions in reducing

litter. Researchers who have examined intervention effectiveness have focused

on the use of verbal and written appeals to help promote bystander intervention

(Christensen & Clark, 1983), the use of litterbags in reducing litter (Clark, Hendee

& Washburne, 1972), incentives to pick up and properly dispose of litter (Clark et

al., 1972; Powers, Osborne, & Anderson, 1g7B), and educational and

interpretative methods to reduce litter (Cole & Petersen, 1987; Roggenbuck &

Passineau, 1987).
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Christensen and Clark (1983) examined if and how people would respond

to verbal and written appeals for bystander intervention in regards to littering in a

frontcountry campground. They found that 83% reacted in some way to an

appeal. There were no significant differences between written or verbal appeals.

Once people received the appeal, 17"/o responded by picking up the litter disposed

by someone else, 7"/" inlervened in the littering process (not significant), and 89%

reported littering acts to the park ranger or host. Thus, it is believed that verbal

and written appeals are one method that managers could use to help to decrease

littering in parks and protected areas.

The use of incentives is another type of interuention that has been studied.

Clark et al. (1972) examined the use of incentives to encourage children to clean

up a forested frontcountry campground. The researchers found children were

more likely to pick up litter if they were offered small incentives, such as pins and

badges. ln another study, Powers et al. (1973) examined the use of signs and a

small lottery to influence visitors to remove litter from an unsupervised U.S. Forest

Service area. The payment condition resulted in a somewhat cleaner area than the

control condition, which had no lottery. Although effective, the use of incentives

could become expensive and hard to manage. The practical application of this

technique for dealing with litter may be reasonable in a frontcountry setting, but

would be nearly impossible in a backcountry setting.

Litterbags are sometimes used to help promote proper litter disposal. Clark

et al. (1972) discovered litterbags may not always be a useful tool. They found the

use of litterbags were only moderately useful in preventing littering. When cars
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exit¡ng the park were stopped, over half of the litterbags found in the cars were

unused.

Other studies have focused on a combination of methods. For instance,

Oliver, Roggenbuck & Watson (1985) studied the use of both written prompts and

personal contact to help reduce littering behaviour. They found that the use of an

educational brochure and personal contact was the most effective method as

compared to a brochure alone to reduce the incidence of littering and

vandalization of trees in a frontcountry campground. ln the control condition (no

contact) 82"/. of visitors littered. When visitors received both a brochure and

personal contact, littering decreased to a1.3%.

lnterpretative programs have also been studied to examine their

effectiveness in reducing litter. For instance, Roggenbuck and Passineau (1987)

examined children's response to the Bailly-Chellberg interpretative program. This

program was aimed to increase knowledge, foster favourable attitudes, and

influence appropriate behaviours towards the environment. The children picked

up 80% of planted litter and none of the children discarded envelopes received

during the program on the forest floor. Children were also given a questionnaire at

the end of the program to examine changes in attitudes and intentions. The

questionnaire demonstrated there were increases in intentions to behave

appropriately, and an increase in support for protecting parks. This shows that the

use of interpretation can be effective. However, there is some question about how

many people these programs reach. This program also only examined children,

and children are more impressionable then adults. Furthermore, the long-term
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effectiveness of these programs has not been studied. lt is uncertain how long

these changes in attitude would last.

Education and interpretation are popular methods to deal with litter in parks

and protected areas. Cole et al. (1987) wrote a guide on management problems

and common solutions. Cole suggested that for problems with litter, managers

should discourage or prohibit littering through educational, interpretative or

regulatory means. Also, managers were encouraged to reduce litter by promoting

certain behaviours, skills or equipment, and teaching wilderness ethics. Many of

these ideas are favoured by managers, but have not been empirically tested for

their effectiveness in reducing littering behaviours.

The use of verbal and written appeals, incentives and educational and

interpretative methods have been found to be moderately effective in reducing

litter in a frontcountry park setting. Few have been conducted on the effectiveness

of these methods in an uncontrolled backcountry setting. Moreover, litttle research

has been done on the effectiveness of signs in reducing litter in a park setting.

Management perceptions of littering interventions in parks and

protected areas.

Much of the literature regarding litter has focused on manager's perceptions

of litter and manager's perceptions of effectiveness of management strategies.

Manning et al. (1996) surveyed managers regarding management practices. They

found 91% oÍ managers used education to teach low impact practices.

Nonetheless, it was also noted lhal75"/" of managers pick up litter left by visitors.

It would be more beneficial for everyone if researchers and managers could find a
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way to encourage more visitors to pack out their own garbage. Picking up after

visitors can be time consuming and expensive, particularly in remote areas.

ln another survey, managers reported the damage due to non-compliant

behaviour cost the U.S. national park system approximately $14 million per year

(Johnson & Vande Kamp, 1996). ln 1993, managers of all units of the US National

Wilderness Preservation System were surveyed about their management

techniques. Managers were also asked which management techniques were

perceived to be most effective. The technique rated the most effective (4.1 out of

5) in reducing litter was placing personnel in the backcountry. Managers perceived

signs to be moderately effective (2.5 out of 5) in reducing litter. Sixty seven

percent of managers said they used signs as a management technique. Overall

managers perceived signs to be somewhat effective in reducing litter (Doucette &

Cole, 1993).

These studies show that park managers still perceive litter to be a pervasive

problem in parks. Management tends to support both interpretation and

education, and the presence of park personnel to reduce the improper disposal of

garbage. Although signs were perceived as only moderately effective in reducing

littering, little research has been conducted on their actual effectiveness because

studies have typically relied on management perceptions rather than empirical

evidence. Therefore, it seems imperative for researchers to test the effectiveness

of these strategies because it is uncertain whether management perceptions are

indeed correct.
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The Persuasive Communication Theory could be useful in developing

management strategies to decrease littering behaviour in parks and protected

areas. This theory discusses the influence that messages have on attitudes and

behaviour.

Ajzen (1992) breaks communication into five distinct aspects, source

factors, receiver factors, channel factors, message factors, and situational factors.

Source and receiver factors are characteristics of the communicator and audience

that contribute to the effectiveness of the message (education, sex, age etc.).

Channel factors are the means that the messages are communicated (face-to-face

or written). Message factors are the different ways in which an argument can be

presented (one-sided or two sided argument). Lastly, situational factors, such as a

distracting environment, can also affect the way a message is relayed. All these

factors must be taken into consideration when designing a persuasive message

(Ajzen, 1992).

The Persuasive Communication Theory states there are three conceptual

routes to persuasion. These routes are applied behaviour analysis, the central

route to persuasion, and the peripheral route to persuasion (Doucette & Cole,

1993; Roggenbuck, 1992).

The first conceptual route to persuasion is applied behaviour analysis,

which focuses on changing behaviours rather than beliefs and attitudes. lt seeks

to decrease or increase certain types of behaviours through either behaviour

prompts, manipulation of the environment, or rewards and punishments. This

route is often viewed as a "quick fix" method because there likely will not be a
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change in attitudes or beliefs due to the lack of an educational component.

Education is often seen as a successful way to change behaviour. ln applied

behaviour analysis, the contingencies (whether a reward or a punishment) must be

given on a regular basis in order to maintain the behaviour. However, if the

contingencies continue to be applied over a longer period of time, there is some

evidence that beliefs and attitudes may change using applied behaviour analysis

(Roggenbuck 1992).

The central route to persuasion is the second conceptual route to

persuasion. This route tries to change both attitudes and behaviour. "The defining

characteristics of the central route include the high attention by the recipient to the

persuasive message content, the careful thought or elaboration of the message

content, and the integration of the message content into existing belief systems"

(Roggenbuck 1992). The central route to persuasion will lead to an integration of

new beliefs or a change in old beliefs, which will ultimately change a recipient's

ongoing behaviour. ln order for this method to be successful recipients must

attend to the message, understand the message, and perceive the presented

arguments as strong (Doucette & Cole, l ggg).

The last conceptual route to persuasion is the peripheral route. This route

takes into consideration that recipients are often overloaded with information and

at times are unable to process all of the information presented. Recipients

therefore, use coping mechanisms to deal with the overload of information. One

coping mechanism is simply ignoring the message. Another coping strategy is the

use of simple decision rules (such as characteristics of the source, the type of

message or communication channels) to decide whether to take in the information
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or not. Therefore, the peripheral route takes these coping strategies into account

when a message is designed. Similar to the analysis of behaviour route, this route

will only be effective in changing behaviours as long as the cues are present.

Once the cues are not present, the recipient will rely on old beliefs and attitudes to

guide behaviour (Roggenbuck 1 992).

Persuasive Communication Theory can be useful when developing

management practices aimed to decrease littering behaviour. According to

Roggenbuck (1992), littering is often seen as a careless action and a

responsibility-denial violation. Usually visitors are aware that the action is wrong

but continue to litter without thinking or accepting responsibility for their actions.

Persuasion theory is believed to be moderately effective in reducing littering

behaviour in a park setting because the persuasive cue must be continual and

changed often. Many visitors utilise the same areas in parks and protected areas

and will repeatedly see the same signs. Researchers have found that if the

persuasive cue is not changed often it will become dull and consequently

screened out.

Littering is seen as a wrongful act but this social norm seems to be less

operative in our society. Therefore, people are less likely to feel responsible for an

area (such as a large wilderness area) and are more likely to violate littering laws

more often (Roggenbuck 1992). Persuasion theory states that it is more likely that

visitors will change their littering behaviour if messages explain the degradation

caused by litter and the cost of littering in parks (Doucette & Cole, 1993).

Therefore, when managers use Persuasive Communication Theory to design

persuasive messages surrounding littering behaviour, they need to demonstrate
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the costs of littering to everyone in order to ensure a more effective message

(Roggenbuck 1992; Doucette & cole, 1gg3). Research has also shown that

people are more likely to listen to messages that come from a credible source or

have an authoritative appearance. Therefore, the more credible the source, the

more likely a person will listen to the message. Persuasion is more effective when

general knowledge cues such as high education level, social status, and familiarity

of topic are present (McGuire, 198S).

One of the toughest problems park managers have to deal with is

depreciative behaviour. There arc a variety of methods to deal with depreciative

behaviour but it is unclear which methods are most effective. The majority of

management practices have focused on the use of indirect strategies to deal with

depreciative behaviour. However, there is a lack of empirical evidence to show

that indirect strategies are indeed the most effective. Some studies have examined

the use of regulatory management and found it to be effective under certain

conditions. lnterpretation and education have also been heavily studied and found

to be largely effective with small numbers of people. There are some limitations to

these indirect methods for which regulatory management may compensate.

Few studies have examined the effectiveness of methods in decreasing

littering in parks and protected areas. lnstead, the effectiveness of most

management interuentions has been based on management and visitor

perceptions and little empirical evidence.

Litter as a Problem in Parks and Protected Areas

Review of the literature demonstrates that litter in parks and protected

areas has been an ongoing problem for park managers. Visitors leaving garbage
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behind is not uncommon. The practice of packing out your garbage in the

backcountry could be seen as unpleasant and inconvenient. As a result some

litter invariably gets left behind. Even though littering is seen as an inappropriate

behaviour by just about everyone, people still do it. Anyone who visits parks in

Manitoba, such as the Whiteshell Provincial Park, will see the prevalence of litter

along trails, portages, or in campsites. Litter is a problem in parks and protected

areas because it detracts from visitor experiences and the ecological integrity of

an area. Nonetheless, there are no overall management strategies in place to

deal with these problems.

This section will examine the prevalence of litter in parks and protected

areas, the loss of visitor satisfaction and ecological integrity, and the lack of

dominant management strategies to deal with the problem of litter.

Littering: A Prevalent Problem

Littering has been a serious problem in parks and protected areas for quite

some time (Campbell, Hendee, & Clark, 1968; Tinker, 1969). ln 1974; the United

States Department of Agriculture and the Forest Service reported that vandalism

and littering in the National Forests costs taxpayers over seven million dollars. tn

the Southern United States, recreation managers rated vandalism and littering as

their highest príority problem (Christensen, 1986). ln 1984, Christensen and Davis

found 88"/" of managers and 30% of visitors perceived litter to be a problem. Lucas

(1985) surveyed visitors and park managers about their perceptions of the

problem of litter and found 50% reported litter to be a problem "in a few places"

and 12"/o reporled it as a problem "in many places".
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Although the problem of litter seems to have decreased in severity (Lucas,

1985; Cole & Watson, 1995), it is still a problem today. Few studies have

examined changes in litter over the years. Existing studies have only examined the

perception of visitors and managers and not the actual amount of litter present.

Therefore, it is impossible to determine how extensive the problem is.

Cole and Watson (1995) did a comparison study of visitor's perceptions and

attitudes in three parks in the United States; Desolation Wilderness, CA (1972-

1990), Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilderness, MN (1969-1991), and Shining

Rock Wilderness, NC (1978-1990). They found a slight improvement in the

evaluations of litter conditions in the parks. ln Shining Rock, the severity of the

problem was rated 2.5 out of 5 in 1978 and 2.2 out of 5 in 1990. ln Desolation,

visitor's perceptions on litter went from 'good' in 1972 to 'very good' in 1990.

Another significant change found in the study was that visitor characteristics had

changed drastically. This change in visitor characteristics could have been due to

visitor displacement. Displacement theory states that visitors leave a once

favourite recreation area for another area when there are negative changes in the

recreation setting (Hall & Shelby,2000; Vorkinn, 1998). Therefore, the changes in

visitor perceptions could be due to a change in the type of visitors going to parks

and protected areas. This makes comparing perceptions problematic since totally

different people visit the wilderness in the second study as compared to the first

study. As such, any comparison would be invalid. lt could be that the actual

measurement of litter did not in fact change but the perception of visitors had

changed.
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ln 1996, managers of natural areas were surveyed in regards to the

problems and practices in the backcountry of the U.S. national park system.

Researchers found litter/waste was perceived to be the third most pervasive

problem out of eight problems listed (Manning et al., 1996). ln 1997, Cole, Watson,

Hall and Spildie interviewed park visitors at six different wilderness locations and

found litter and noise was noticed by half of the visitors. lt is apparent from these

studies that litter is still perceived as a problem today ín parks and protected

areas.

Loss of Visitor Satisfaction and Ecological lntegrity

Litter leads to a loss of visitor satisfaction by detracting from the visitor

experience and it threatens the ecological integrity of an area (Manning and

Valliere, 1996; Roggenbuck, 1992). Roggenbuck (1992) stated that, "...several

studies have noted that certain kinds of environmental impacts, especially those

that are evidence of thoughtless or careless acts by humans do cause negative

reactions by park visitors. Of all impacts of this type, litter is the primary culprit"

(pp. 160). Litter is one of the only impacts that visitors are likely to notice

compared to other impacts such as campsite spreading (MacKay & Campbell,

2004). For instance, visitors from six high use areas in the United States were

interviewed and 30"/" of visitors who said they noticed impacts such as litter,

vegetation loss and horse manure indicated that it detracted'a lot'from their

enjoyment (Cole et al., 1997).

Park managers oversee parks to provide visitors with satisfying

experiences, while protecting the ecological integrity of the area. The Canada

National Parks Act defines park ecological integrity âs, "...a condition that is
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determined to be characteristic of its natural region and likely to persist, including

abiotic components and the composition and abundance of native species and

biological communities, rates of change and supporting processes" (Parks

Canada, 2003). Parks Canada further explains this idea by stating that,

"ecosystems have integrity when they have their native components intact,

including: abiotic. . ., biodiversity. . ., and ecosystem processes" (Parks Canada,

2003). Similarly, Grumbine (1994) defines managing for ecological integrity as

protecting total native diversity and the ecological processes that sustain diversity

of ecological systems.

Litter may disrupt important ecological processes that maintain biodiversity

in parks and protected areas. Firstly, litter can lead to the habituation of wildlife by

attracting animals to human food. This could be harmful to wildlife and other

ecological systems by disrupting their natural environment and instinctive habits

often leading to death. This disruption could have a trickle down effect and disrupt

the entire ecological process in the area. Mace and Waller (1998) studied the

demography of grizzly bears in the Swan Mountains in Montana. They found that

food conditioning and habituation from garbage and human food led to an

increased mortality rate of grizzly bears on private and public lands.

Furthermore, some garbage such as different kinds of plastic or lead

products can be seen as pollutants. These types of garbage can seriously harm

many species by causing deadly obstacles (i.e. plastic pop can rings) or poisoning

through ingestion and muscle contamination (Friend & Thomas, 1999; Tavecchia

et al., 2001; Heinz et al., 1999; Mateo et al., lgg8; Sileo et al., 2001). Researchers

have found that plastic debris cause several problems in birds often resulting in
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mortality (Friend & Thomas, 1999). Fishing line and plastic six pack rings have

been found caught around waterfowl necks and bills, resulting in strangulation or

starvation. Small broken pieces of plastic have been discovered in the stomachs of

some waterfowl such as albatross, which could cause intestinal blockage (Friend

& Thomas, 1999).

Similarly, litter that contains lead can cause serious problems and death in

wildlife. Small items such as lead shotshell pellets for hunting or lead weights for

fishing have been found to increase wateffowl mortality through either ingestion or

muscle contamination (Tavecchia et al., 2001; Heinz et al., 1999; Mateo et al.,

1998; Sileo et al., 2OO1; Pain 1992; Mowad, Haddad, & Gemmel, 1998). Lead

shellshots easily pollute an area because of the sheer number of pellets that fall

from one shot, "for every bird that a hunter hits, about 1,000 lead pellets from

shotgun shells fall to the ground" (Canadian Wildlife Service & Canadian Wildlife

Federation, 2003). Lead weights for fishing lines are also a problem because

many fishermen and women accidentally drop the lead weights in the water when

fishing (Twiss & Thomas, 1998). Twiss and Thomas (1998) reviewed the literature

on the presence of fishing-sinker-induced lead poisoning of common loons in

Canada. They found that many common loons die every year of lead poisoning.

One study stated that of 215 common loons examined primarily in Ontario , 19"/"

included lead sinkers or jigs in the contents of their gizzards. Similarly, Sileo et al

(2001) examined waterfowl in the Coeur d'Alene River basin in ldaho and found

that 219 of 285 (77%) carcasses examined were poisoned by ingesting lead

contaminated river sediment. The majority of the waterfowl examined were tundra

swans and Canada geese.
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These studies demonstrate how litter and garbage can lead to a disruption

in the ecological processes sustaining different species. This disruption leads to a

decrease in ecological diversity, and therefore ecological integrity. lf the presence

of garbage, human food, plastic and lead products begin to increase, the mortality

rate of bears, birds and waterfowl in a given area will also increase. This in turn

will decrease the presence of other species that may rely on these organisms for

survival. These species will also affect other species and the disruption will

continue across the ecological chain. As different species begin to disappear from

an area the biodiversity of the once natural area will only continue to decrease,

leading to a decrease in ecological integrity of our parks and protected areas.

Therefore, it is important for managers to eliminate or reduce litter to

maintain ecological integrity and give park visitors a more enjoyable experience of

the outdoors. Researchers and managers view litter reduction as one of the easier

problems to manage (Cole, 1989; Wilder, 2002). However, review of literature on

the topic shows that this may not be the case. Therefore, research needs to be

conducted on different management strategies to determine the most effective

combination of management action. lt seems that park management is in need of

a dominant management strategy to combat the problem of litter.

Lack of Dominant Management Strategy

There are two possible types of management strategies used to combat

litter problems in North America. The first type is education or interpretation. The

second type is regulatory management. However, there appears to be no set

management technique in place to deal with litter. The perception of many

researchers is that litter is a problem that is disappearing and therefore not much
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research has gone into studying effective, applicable ways to deal with litter (Cole

et al., 1997; Cole, 1 989; Johnson & Vande Kamp, 1996). Consequently, there

appears to be no set management strategy to help managers reduce the problem.

Educational and interpretative management.

One of the most common strategies to reduce litter is the use of education

and interpretation. Many studies have looked at the use of interpretation in

educating visitors, changing visitor attitudes, reducing visitor impacts, and

increasing low impact practices (Brown et al., 1992; Burde et al., 1988; Nielson et

al., 1986). As noted earlier, researchers have found these techniques are

relatively effective, but the message received by visitors is not always in line with

the message mandated by park managers (Brown et al., 1992). Furthermore, the

message reaches only a small percentage of people (McAvoy & Dustin, 1983;

McOool & Cole, 2000). Many studies have found that education only moderately

increases rule compliance in a park setting (Wirsching, Leung & Attarian, 2003).

There have been no studies to date that have analyzed the effectiveness of

interpretation and education in the actual reduction of litter. Therefore, it is

uncertain whether these techniques actually change littering behaviours.

Reg u I ato ry m a n agem e nt.

Another management strategy for decreasing litter is regulation. This

management strategy is a more direct approach. Managers set rules, prohibitions

and/or laws for visitors to follow. Regulatory management has been under utilised

and not studied enough. There has been minimal research on the effectiveness of

regulatory measures in the reduction of littering (Huffman, Grossnickle, Cope, &
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Huffman, 1995) and no research has been done in a parks and protected areas

setting.

Litter continues to be a problem for most park managers throughout North

America, and the world. With the exception of a few studies, the perception of

both visitors and managers is there is still a high presence of litter. Currently

managers rely on educational and interpretative practices to deter visitors from

litteríng. Studies show that these methods are moderately effective in dealing with

the problem. To date, no research has gone into the effectiveness of more

regulatory measures, such as signage and fines, in reducing litter in parks and

protected areas. There appears to be no set management strategy for managers

to follow to elevate the problem of litter. A combination of regulatory methods and

interpretative and educational methods could eradicate the problem of litter in our

parks and protected areas.

Signage: A Strategy for Litter Management

A common way to deal with depreciative behaviour is through signage.

However, the actual effectiveness of signage in reducing depreciative behaviour,

such as litter, has been neglected by most researchers and park managers

(Wirsching et al., 2003).

ln most park areas, management uses signage to communicate rules to

their visitors. The use of signage in communicating rules has been found to be

moderately effective. One study conducted by Ross and Moeller (1974) examined

the use of different methods, such as signs for communicating rules in recreation

areas. They discovered that posted rule signs increased campers' knowledge of

rules. Sixty-five percent of survey respondents recalled seeing posted rule signs.
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Furthermore, the group exposed to these signs had a mean score 11% higher on

a rule knowledge test then those not exposed to the signs. This demonstrates that

the majority visitors do pay attention to signs and retain the information presented.

McCool et al. (2000) found similar results for attention and retention of messages

posted on bulletín boards. Sixty-four percent of visitors stopped at the bulletin

boards and the majority of those who stopped retained the ínformation presented.

These results demonstrate that signage is an effective way to relay information to

visitors.

Signage has also been effective in decreasing depreciative behaviour, such

as, off-trail hiking (Johnson & Swearingen, 1992), use of an unofficial campsite

(Gertsch et al., 2000), and theft of National Park artefacts (Wirsching, 2003).

Similarly, in a non-park setting signage reduced litter in a parking lot by between

8.7%-10% depending on the type of sign displayed (Reiter & Samuel, 1980).

Past research demonstrates that visitors pay attention to signs, retain the

information presented, and that signs have been effective in reducing many types

of behaviour. This is strong evidence to support signage as an effective method

for reducing litter in parks and protected areas.

I nte r p retative Ve rs u s Re g u I ato ry

An extensive literature review has shown that there is some debate over

which type of sign will be more effective in controlling littering behaviour. Past

studies on the effectiveness of signage in deterring non-compliant behaviour have

shown a regulatory sign may be more effective (Gertsch, 2000; Johnson &

Swearingen, 1992). Furthermore, Gertsch (2000) surveyed visitors in Quetico

Provincial Park and discovered the majority of visitors said they were more likely to
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comply with regulatory signs as compared to interpretative signs, even though

they disliked the regulatory signs. Gramann & Bonifield (1995) studied people's

intentions to obey rules in outdoor recreation areas based on the type of message

they received. They also found that people were more likely to intend to comply

with a message informing them of probable sanctions for rule violations, than with

an awareness-of-consequences message. Both promoted rule conformity, but the

probable sanction message was more effective. These studies indicate that a

regulatory sign will be more effective in decreasing depreciative behaviour, such

as littering.

There is some concern about how backcountry and frontcountry visitors

might react to the signage. There is speculation that the use of a regulatory

management strategy, such as a regulatory sign, may detract from visitor

experiences; especially in the backcountry (Hultsman & Hultsman, 1g8g). A

common value of backcountry visitors is the feeling of freedom and a lack of rules

and regulations (Shin & Jaakson, 1gg7). Hence, the use of regulatory signs may

conflict with this value. Backcountry visitors may become angered by the signs

used in this study and respond by littering more (Vander Stoep & Gramann, 1987).

It ís believed that this is less of a concern in frontcountry campsites. Studies have

found that frontcountry visitors support regulatory management practices and

prefer more amenities and facilities and will therefore be less bothered by the

appearance of a sign (Cole, 2001). These visitors will likely respond positively to

regulatory signs.

It is difficult to conclude which type of sign will be most effective in reducing

littering behaviour in backcountry and frontcountry campsites due to conflicting
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conclusions drawn from past studies. Therefore, it is imperative that researchers

begin to examine the effectiveness of both types of signs in reducing the actual

amount of litter instead of the perceived amount of litter. Basing management

practices on speculation is irresponsible and in the end could be harmful to our

parks and protected areas.

Conclusion

An extensive literature review reveals that many researchers have studíed

varying aspects of the problem of litter in North America. Research has focused on

littering behaviour and different interventions, such as, incentives, reinforcements,

environmental interventions, and written, verbal and visual prompts. The majority

of this research has been conducted in a non-park setting. Within a park setting,

many researchers have examined the use of different management strategies to

decrease depreciative behaviour, such as, non-compliant behaviour and the lack

of minimum impact behaviour. However, little research has been devoted to the

problem of litter in parks and protected areas. Researchers that have examined

litter in a park setting have concentrated on visitor and management perceptions

of litter and interventions, rather then the actual amount of litter or the

effectiveness of interventions. Past management strategies for litter have been

based on perceptions of what is effective rather then sound empirical evidence.

Litter continues to be a prevalent problem in parks and protected areas.

The presence of litter detracts from visitor experiences and decreases ecological

integrity. Surprisingly, there is no set management strategy to deal with this

persistent problem. One possible management strategy is the use of signs

specifically addressing litter control in both the back and frontcountry. However,
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s¡gnage has not been studied for its effectiveness in reducing litter in parks and

protected areas. Past research has shown that signs could be an effective way to

reduce littering in a park setting. Studies have shown that attitudes and norms do

not play a strong role in determining littering behaviour unless attention is brought

to the individual's own personal norms. Signs could be an effective and cost

efficient way to bring attention to social and personal norms and deal with the

problem of litter. However, there is some controversy over the aesthetics of

placing signs in parks, especially in the backcountry.

The majority of managers have chosen to use interpretation and education

to teach visitors minimum impact behaviour and to communicate rules.

Researchers and managers have largely ignored a more regulatory approach.

There is some controversy over which method is more effective in reducing

depreciative behaviour. Evidence shows that a regulatory approach may be more

effective in reducing depreciative behaviour.

Summary and Gaps

There are several gaps in the research regarding litter in parks and

protected areas. Managers cannot hope to deal with the problem effectively

without having a full understanding of the problem and the most effective

management solutions. Managers are missing information in a few key areas.

Firstly, few studies have examined the problem of litter in parks and

protected areas. As well, the effectiveness of applicable management techniques

in the actual reduction of litter has not been studied. Most studies have focused

on manager's and visitor's perceptions of the amount of litter, and their

perceptions of effective management strategies (Manning et al., 1996; Fazio,
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1979). Studies show that visitor characteristics have changed in the last twenty

years (Cole et al., 1995) and therefore the perceived reduction in litter could be

due to the changes in the types of visitors entering parks and protected areas. lt

has been noted that litter is the only impact that visitors are able to identify as a

sign of visitor impact, and visitor impacts such as the presence of litter detracts

from visitor experiences (Manning & Valliere, 1996). Therefore, proper

measurement of the presence of litter needs to be assessed.

Secondly, little research on litter has focused on the actual application and

effectiveness of management techniques in combating the problem of litter. Most

have assumed any strategy will work, basing their reasons on speculation and

minimal empirical evidence (Samdahl, Christensen, & Clark, 1982). Many studies

have stated research needs to be more evaluative to become applicable for

managers (Johnson & Vande Kamp, 1996; Samdahl et al., 1982). Researchers

who have done literature reviews have found that they are unable to generalize

with current studies to come up with a single theoretical approach (Johnson &

Vande Kamp, 1996; Samdahl et al., 1982). The amount of information is

inadequate to help managers find appropriate ways to combat litter in parks and

protected areas (Christensen, 1986). Therefore, it is imperative that research is

done on the effectiveness of techniques, such as signage, to help managers

combat the problem of litter.

Third, few studies have examined the relationship between signs and

behaviour change in a park setting. Most studies have focused on what makes a

sign attractive, what captures attention, visitor preferences in signs, and

knowledge gained from signs (Wirsching, 2003). Park managers do not actually
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know the effect signs have on behaviour change in visitors. Furthermore, the

effectiveness of signage on littering behaviours has only been researched in a few

cases (Reiter et al., 1980) and few studies have been done in a park setting.

Therefore, park managers do not know how effective signs are in reducing litter in

parks and protected areas.

Fourth, behavioural differences between backcountry and frontcountry

visitors have not been extensively studied. Recently researchers have started to

examine differences in characteristics between the two types of users (Cole, 2001;

MacKay & Campbell,2004). Little research has examined the difference between

backcountry and frontcountry behaviour in regards to depreciative behaviour.

Many park managers and researchers speculate that frontcountry users are more

likely to engage in depreciative behaviour as compared to backcountry users

(Cole, 2001). lt is uncertain if this is indeed true. Therefore, researchers need to

investigate the differences in backcountry and frontcountry depreciative behaviour

so that park managers can better understand who is engaging in depreciative

behaviour.

Lastly, the majority of studies conducted in parks, protected areas, and on

outdoor recreation has been conducted in the United States. More research

needs to be conducted in Canada's parks to examine whether management

strategies in the United States are as effective in Canada.

Purpose

Given that there is a problem with litter in parks and protected areas, that

little research has been conducted on litter and signage, it seems imperative to

determine the efficacy of signage before any management action can be taken.
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The goal of this study is to increase the knowledge base surrounding applicable

visitor management techniques for the purpose of increasing the sustainability of

an area. The purpose of this study is to measure the efficacy of different types of

signs to reduce littering behaviour in both backcountry and frontcountry campsites

and therefore help to sustain our parks and protected areas.

Hypotheses

Hor: There will be no significant differences between the amount of litter found in

backcountry and f rontcountry campsites.

Hoz: There will be no significant differences between treatment one (regulatory

sign) and the control condition.

Hos: There will be no significant differences between treatment two (interpretative

sign) and the control condition.

Ho¿: There will be no significant differences between treatment one (regulatory

sign) and treatment two (treatment two).

Treatments are described in the following section.
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The next section will focus on the design and methodology of the study.

First a description of the study site will provide background for the study desígn.

Second, the research design will be described and definitions of campsites, litter,

and signage will be discussed. This will be followed by a breakdown of the

analysis that was utilised.

Study Site: Whiteshell Provincial Park

Whiteshell Provincial Park is located in the Southeast corner of Manitoba

(Figure 1). lt has an area of 2,729 km2 and runs along the Ontario and Manitoba

provincial border. lt provides excellent recreational opportunities for cottage

owners, as well as day use and extensive backcountry use. Whiteshell Provincial

Park is classified as a Natural Park and as such, provides both protection of the

natural environment and recreational opportunities for park visitors (Manitoba

Conservation, Online).

CHAPTER 3

Method
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Park Ecology

Whiteshell Provincial Park holds opportunities for visitors to experience

many different types of wildlife and beautiful vegetation in pristine natural areas.

Whiteshell Provincial Park is part of the boreal shield that stretches from

Newfoundland to Northern Alberta (Wiken, 1996). A large majority of the park

consists of exposed Precambrian bedrock, which often provides ideal campsite

locations (Campbell et al., 2003). Forested areas are typically boreal forest of

balsam fir, trembling aspen, jack pine, green ash, bur oak, and poorly drained

tamarack or black spruce fens and bogs (Manitoba Conservation, online; Knapton,

McOready, LaFortune & Penny, 1979). The Park is also characterised by dense

shrub growth and poor soil drainage (Forrester, 1978).

The Park is home to a wide variety of mammals characteristic of the Boreal

Shield. The most commonly sighted mammals are moose, deer, wolf, coyote, red

fox, black bear, beaver, otter, mink, deer mouse, and the boreal red back vole.

Furthermore, many water fowl exist in Whiteshell Provincial Park including the

common loon, Canada goose and mallard (Knapton et al., 1979).

Park Visitors and Use

The majority of Whiteshell visitors are from Manitoba. The 1999 Camper

Survey for Whiteshell Provincial Park indicated lhaT 87% of visitors were either

from Winnipeg or rural Manitoba. Visitors were typically families (49% with

children and 26/" without children). More then half the visitors had been to the

park only once (52%) and on average visitors stayed at the park for 3.1 nights

(Manitoba Conservation, 1999). ln 1995, visitors who were 29 and under

frequented the park most often compared to any other age group. The mean party
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size for transient and seasonal campground visitors was 3.9 persons, while the

mean day user party size was 4.2 persons (Criterion Research Corp., 1gg5).

Summer is the busiest time of year for Whiteshell Provincial Park, with 36% of

visitors coming in July, 32"/"in June, and 17%in August (Manitoba Conservation,

1995). Thus, the ideal months to collect data in Whiteshell Provincial Park for this

study are June, July and August.

Research Design

The study took place in Whiteshell Provincial Park from June 28 to August

18,2004. The project was conducted as a field study utilising a quasi-

experimental design (Whitley, 2OO2). A2x3 factorial design was employed and

the independent variables were signage and location. Signage was given three

treatment levels (regulatory sign, interpretative sign, and control or no sign) and

location had two treatment levels (backcountry and frontcountry). The dependent

variable was the amount of litter found in the campsites. The response was the

number of pieces of garbage collected. A diagram of the research design can be

found in Figure 2.
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R: Random assignment to treatment and control groups
X: Treatment
O: Obseruation

(Campbell & Stanley, 1963)

ln consultation with provincial parks' personnel, twelve campsites were

selected to measure visitor impacts over the course of an eight-week study. Six

campsites were located in the backcountry and six campsites were located in the

frontcountry.

The study was designed as a randomized complete block design with four

campsites having regulatory signs, four campsites having interpretative signs, and

four campsites having no signs (Figure 3).

Figure 2

Research Design

R XuOr

R XoOz

ROs
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A complete block indicates that each block contains all treatments

(regulatory sign, interpretative sign, and no sign) (Montgomery, 2001). lf there are

pre-existing differences, such as the difference between backcountry and

frontcountry littering, there is no way of knowing the effect of the treatment above

and beyond these pre-existing differences (Whitley,2002). The randomized

complete block design allows the researcher to reduce the error variance and

account for these differences by blocking backcountry and frontcountry littering.

This controls the variation in the dependent variable attributable to different

environmental conditions by including the two different locations (backcountry vs.

frontcountry) as one of the factors in the experiment (Kirk, 1982).

Campsite Selection, Location, and Definition

Campsites were selected based on their location within the park,

accessibility, and visitation estimates from management, volunteers and guides.

As previously mentioned, twelve campsites were selected for observation for eight

weeks. Only campsites that were designated as official campsites on the

Whiteshell Backcountry Trip Planning Guide (n.d.) were utilised for this study.

There are 1 16 official campsites designated on this map. For the purpose of the

study, the park was divided into two distinct areas, the backcountry and the

frontcountry. The backcountry campsites were defined as any campsite located

in the area of the park that prohibits motorised vehicles, which included the

Mantario Wilderness Area (Figure 1). Frontcountry campsites could also be

divided into two types; drive-in campsites and what others may consider'near

backcountry'campsites. Past research has been devoted to studying effective
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litter interuentions in drive-ín campsites (Christensen & Clark, 1g83; Clark et al.,

1972; Powers et al., 1973; Oliver, Roggenbuck & Watson, 1g8b; Roggenbuck &

Passineau, 1987), however, little research has been conducted in the less

accessible areas in the frontcountry. Therefore, the campsites selected for this

study were from less accessible frontcountry areas. Frontcountry campsites were

defined as any campsite located in the area of the park where motorised vehicles

are permitted. After dividing the park into two distinct areas, possible campsites

were narrowed down based on accessibility. Six campsites were needed in both

the frontcountry and the backcountry. The six frontcountry campsites had to be

accessed within a one-day period and the backcountry campsites had to be

accessed within a two-day period to make data collection possible. Once

campsites had been selected based on accessibility, knowledge of visitor use was

obtained from park management, Manitoba Naturalist Society volunteers, and a

local guiding company. The campsites that were accessible within a three-day

span and were reported to have regular visitor use were selected. The

backcountry campsites included campsites on Ritchey Lake (Ritchey 1 and

Ritchey 2), Two Lake (2 Lake), Three Lake (3 Lake), and Mantario Lake (Mantario

1 and Mantario 2) (Figure 1). The frontcountry campsites were located on

Meditation Lake (Meditation 1, Meditation 2, and Meditation 3) and Horseshoe

Lake (Horseshoe 1, Horseshoe 2, and Horseshoe 3) (Figure 1).

A campsite was defined as the impacted area surrounding obvious tent

pads and fire pits. For the purpose of this study the circumference of the campsite

included an additional three feet into the understory or water to account for litter

that may have been thrown into the surrounding bush or water (Figure 4). Each
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campsite was divided into 7 distinct areas; fire pit, picnic area, tent pad, trails,

shoreline, water, and understory. Fire pit was defined as the area within the fire pit

box or an area of fire scaring left from a fire. The picnic area was defined as the

area surrounding the fire pit and the area near and around the picnic table. The

tent pad was defined as areas in the campsite composed of decreased vegetation

and imprinting from a tent. Trails were considered the paths that ran through the

campsite and not outside of the campsite (far into the bush). The shoreline

íncluded the ground within five feet of the water. The understory was defined as

three feet into the surrounding understory. And lastly, the water was defined as

three feet into the water leading from the shoreline.
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Figure 4

Typical Campsite Layout
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Campsite Descriptions

Campsites had a number of differing features. Campsites mainly differed in

accessibility (distance and ease from road access) and functionality (how

functional a campsite is for visitors. For example; availability and suitability of a

place to set up a tent) (Farrell, Hall & White, 2001). Some campsites were

accessible by foot and boat, and some only accessible by boat. Campsites also

rated differently on functionality. Some campsites were highly functional while

others were not as functional for visitor use.

ln the Frontcountry, all the campsites on Meditation Lake are accessible by

foot and are primarily walk-in campsites. Meditation 1 (high functionality) is at the

end of the one kilometre walk from where people park their cars. Meditation 2

(high functionality) and Meditation 3 (medium functionality) can then be accessed

via trails from Meditation 1. Meditation 2 is also accessible from the car park from

a less visible trail. Horseshoe 1 (medium functionality), Horseshoe 2 (medium

functionality), and Horseshoe 3 (low functionality) are only accessible by boat.

ln the backcountry, Ritchey 2 (high functionality) and Mantario 1 (high

functionality) are located on the Mantario Hiking Trail (63 km) and are accessible

by foot and by boat. Ritchey 2 is the second campsite from the North Mantario

trailhead. Mantario 1 is located approximately halfway through the Mantario Trail.

Ritchey 1 (low functionalily),2 Lake (medium functionality),3 Lake (low

functionality), and Mantario 2 (medium functionality) are only accessible by boat.

All of the campsites face the water, while Horseshoe 3 and Mantario 2 are islands.
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A comparison of frontcountry and backcountry campsites based on accessibility

and functionality can be seen in Table 1 and 2.

Table 1:

Backcountrv Cam

IEc
o
oc
lr

Backcountrv Campsites
sites Rated on Accessibilitv and Fu

Low

Leqend:

Accessibility

Low

Low.

Hiqh

Medium

2 -!âkg,[C]¡,1.:¡:;1
Maätàrió 2IRI,;

Accessibilitv

Hish

Accessible by canoe only,
10-20km from road access
accessible by canoe only,
5-1Okm from road access

Table 2:

Medium
Ritchey 1[C]

Accessible by both canoe
and foot,
10-20km from road access

: .1,'.,, -.-.r.,:- ",. . 
., ,, 

l

nctionality

Functionality

:í.

Small area (square footage),
space for 1 three person tenl
Medium area
space for 1 four person tent

Large area,
space for more then one tent

Leqend:

Low

Medium

Accessibilitv

Hiqh

Accessible by motorized boal
only,
5-10km
Accessible by motorized boat
only,
2-5km from road access
Accessible by motorized boat
or by foot,
under 2km from road access

Functionalitv

Small area (square footage),
soace for 1 three oerson tent

Medium area
soace for 1 four oerson tent

Large area,
space for more then one tent
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Litter Collection

The presence of litter detracts from a visitor's experience regardless of the

biodegradability of the garbage. Therefore, litter was defined as the presence of

anything that is not naturalto the area regardless of biodegradability (such as

human food or paper). However, human waste was not counted or weighed. lf a

piece of litter is divided into several pieces (i.e. glass or a newspaper) each

individual piece was counted as one piece of litter. This definition accounts for

how litter detracts from the aesthetics of a natural area.

During the study, litter was collected and counted from each campsite

following every weekend. The amount of litter present in each of the campsites

was counted according to a sampling schedule (Figure 5). The sampling schedule

was designed to allow for data collection to happen at the same time every week

at each campsite. This would decrease the presence of confounding variables,

such as different day or time of day. The aim was to collect data after each

weekend (Monday, or Tuesday in the event of a long weekend). ln a few cases

(medical emergency and bad weather) this was not possible.

a
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Week

1

Monday

2

Data Collection Schedule

FC

Figure 5

3

Tuesday

FC

4

BC

FC

5

Wednesday

BC

FC

6

BC

BC

FC

7

Thursday

Civic
Holiday

BC

BC

8

Canada
Day

Bad
weather

BC

BC: Backcountry campsites
FC: Frontcountry campsites

BC

Friday

BC

The type of litter collected was also documented and divided into 32

categories based on what was collected (i.e. bottles, cans, food, bottle caps etc.).

Moreover, the location of the litter within each campsite was noted (i.e. fire pit, tent

area etc.).

Prior to the study each campsite was cleaned to prevent pre-existing litter

from biasing the results. During data collection, the litter collected from each

campsite was put into separate garbage bags and labelled according to campsite.

Furthermore, litter from each campsite was weighed using a digital scale
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Four copies of the regulatory sign and four copies of the interpretative sign

were made and randomly placed at selected campsites (Figure 1). An additional

four replacement signs were made in case signs were damaged or stolen during

the course of the study. Metal posts were used to secure the signs to the ground.

Analysis

The discussion of the analysis is broken into three parts. First, the analysis

of the different treatments (sign levels) will be discussed. This will be followed by

the analysis of the two blocks (backcountry litter versus frontcountry litter). Lastly,

the descriptive statistics for underlying trends are described.

Mixed Modet ANOVA with Repeated Measures

The mixed model ANOVA with repeated measures was used to test

hypothesis two, three and four. These hypotheses examined the effectiveness of

the three treatments in reducing litter (regulatory sign, interpretative sign, no sign).

Data Distribution

The data were first examined to determine the distribution of the data. Since

a small sample size was used, there was concern that the data would not be

normally distributed. Assumptions under a parametric test require the data to be

normally distributed. To meet this assumption the data was transformed by using

a square root transformation (0.5). However, the data still did not completely

represent a normal distribution. Therefore, through trial and error, the data was

transformed using a transformation slightly smaller (0.43) than a square root

transformation. The square root transformation is standard when using count data

(Sahai & Ageel, 2000).
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Repeated Measures

Once the data was transformed, a mixed model ANOVA with repeated

measures was used to identify significant differences between treatments. Firstly,

the decision to use repeated measures in the analysis will be explained. This will

be followed by a discussion about the use of a mixed model.

A repeated measures design is used when treatments are applied to the

experimental units and the response is measured at various time intervals. ln this

study, signs (the treatments) were applied to campsites (the experimental units)

and the litter (the response) was counted at various time intervals (once a week at

each site). The use of a repeated measures ANOVA was chosen because it

allows the researcher to statistically control for data that has been collected at

different time intervals (Sahai & Ageel, 2000; Roberls & Russo, 1999). Data

collected at different time intervals are an issue when completing analysis.

Readings taken at smaller time intervals are more highly correlated then

measurements taken a larger time intervals. ln this study, two long weekends

occurred during the course of data collection. This resulted in two weeks being

only six days and two weeks being eight days. A repeated measures ANOVA

allows the researcher to statistically control for this problem.

Mixed Model ANOVA

There are three types of ANOVA models that can be used in analysis; the

fixed model, the random model and the mixed model. The design of the study

required the use of the mixed model. A mixed model has both fixed and random

effects within the design. An effect is considered fixed when the researcher

establishes the levels of each factor prior to the study. Therefore, the factors block
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(backcountry/ frontcountry), sign (3 levels), and week (8 weeks) are fixed effects

(Sahai and Ageel, 2OOO). Random effects are the effects that have been randomly

selected from the population of all possible treatments. "The interest of the

researcher in such situations lies in determining whether different treatment levels

yield different responses" (Sahai & Ageel, 2000, p6). The factor campsite can be

designated as a random effect. This is because there is an infinite amount of

possible types of campsites that could be used in the experiment; however it is not

feasible to study every campsite. Therefore, twelve campsites were chosen from

the population of possible campsites.

The use of the mixed model ANOVA to analyze this design addresses

some key issues. The mixed model handles unequal spacing in data collection

over time and also has the ability to handle missing data.

ln this study, responses over time are not independent. This is because

each time the data is collected; a relationship exists between the response and the

preceding and subsequent responses. The same subject receives multiple

treatments over the course of the study and this leads to variance (standard

deviations change over time) and covariance (correlations between measurements

over time increase, decrease or stay the same) (Goonewardene, 2004). For

example, litter that could have been missed in one collection would then be added

to the following week's collection. The mixed model ANOVA statistically controls

for variance and covariance that are associated with the responses over time. This

is a frequent problem with repeated measures designs which has subsequently

made the mixed model ANOVA the accepted way to analyze a repeated measures

design (Goonewardene, 2004).
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The mixed model ANOVA also has the ability to handle missing data.

Missing data were a problem for this study. The first week of data from the

campsite on Three Lake was missing. This campsite was added last minute due to

a mix up over campsite selection. For the above outlined reasons, the mixed

model ANOVA with repeated measures is the best way to analyze the treatment

data in this study.

Two-Sample T-Test

Following this hypothesis one was tested. Hypothesis one stated that there

will be no significant difference between the amount of litter found in backcountry

and frontcountry campsites. The two sample t-test was used to compare the two

blocks, backcountry litter and frontcountry litter, to see if they differed significantly.

Past research and empirical evidence did not demonstrate the differences

between backcountry and frontcountry littering. Therefore, these differences could

not be assumed. Due to this, a parametric Two-Sample T{est (Montgomery,

2001) was utilised to determine if there are indeed significant differences between

backcountry and frontcountry littering.

D e s c ri ptive Stati sti cs

Descriptive statistics were used to examine possible trends in the data

collected. First, descriptive statistics were used to describe the type of litter found

(litter category). Second, the litter location within the campsites was examined.

Third, litter weight in grams for each campsite was reported. Lastly, descriptive

statistics were derived for the weather for the area during the course of the study.

Weather was examined to determine if the below normal temperatures and high
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amounts of precipitation for June, July, and August, 2004 may have affected visitor

behaviour and therefore the study results.
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This section will present the results of the study. ln order to present the

findings clearly, the section is organized by the four hypotheses. Following this

descriptive statistics will be presented for litter category, litter location, litter weight,

and weather.

B ac kco u ntry vers u s F ro ntco u ntry Litte ri n g

Ho1: There will be no significant difference between the amount of

litter found in backcountry and frontcountry campsites.

The results for hypothesis one was determined from a two-sample t-test

comparing the blocks of backcountry and frontcountry littering. ln totai 3617

pieces of litter were collected over the eight week period. The blocks appeared to

differ (t=3.28 P-value=0.0003). Therefore the null hypothesis was rejected. The

frontcountry block was larger (mean = 299 pieces of litter per week) than the

backcountry block (mean = 153.12 pieces of litter per week) meaning that there

was significantly more litter counted in the frontcountry campsites compared to the

backcountry campsites each week (Figure 8). Full descriptive statistics are

located in Appendix B.

CHAPTER 4
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Figure I
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significant main effect. However, there was no interactíon between week and type

of sign (Table 3).

Table 3
ANOVA Table

Siqn
Effect

Week
Week x Siqn

*=significant

df

Tukey's Multiple Comparison Procedure was utilized to determine which

signs differed significantly. The test demonstrated that there was a significant

difference between treatment one (regulatory sign) and treatment two

(interpretative sign), and between treatment two (interpretative sign) and the

control condition (no sign) at alpha 0.05. Therefore, hypothesis three and four can

be rejected.

However, there was no significant difference between treatment one

(regulatory sign) and the control condition (no sign). Therefore, hypothesis two

cannot be rejected. The results of Tukey's Comparison can be seen in Table 4.

Table 4

ANOVA
SS

2

7

14

171 .58

127.68

Mean
Souare

36.67

85.79
127.68

F Value

36.67

38.65
8.22

P-value

1.18

<0.0001*
<0.0001*

0.3098

Siqn
Mean

Mu
Control

**Bold is significant at o = 0.05
***These figures represent transformed data

2.70
3

Requlatory

The results show that the regulatory signs were more effective then the

interpretative signs, but were not more effective then the control group. The

3.25
1

lnterpretative

5.78
2
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interpretative sign was the least effective out of the three treatments. A

comparison of the three treatments over the eight weeks can be seen in Figure 9.

Figure 9
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De scri ptive Stati sti c s

Litter Category

The type of litter collected was also documented for the duration of the

study. Thirty two types of litter were found and are listed in Figure 10. Glass was

the most likely type of litter to be found (17.47% of total litter collected). Tin foil

was the second highest percentage (16.15%) and plastic was the third highest

(15.04%). Fish bait and cork were the least likely types of litter to be found with a

percentage of 0.03% of the total litter found.
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Litter Location

The location of litter within the campsite was also documented. The

campsites were divided into seven categories; tent, fire pit, understory, water,

picnic atea, shoreline, and trails. These areas are described in further detail under

the campsite description heading. The results of litter location can be seen in

Figure 11. The fire pit was the most likely spot to find litter in the campsite

(45.53% of total litter collected). The picnic area was the second most likely spot

to find litter (33.62% ol total litter collected). The water was the least likely spot to

find litter. Only 0.30% of the litter was found in the water.

Figure 11

Litter Location Within Campsites
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Litter Weight

Following each week the litter was weighed to determine the weight of litter

found in each campsite per week. Meditation t had the heaviest amount of litter

per week (mean = 685.179), followed by Meditation 2 (mean = 499.549). Three

Lake had the lightest amount of litter with a mean weight ol7.43g per week. The

mean weight per week per campsite can be seen in Figure 12. The backcountry

typically had lighter litter per week (mean = 558.73g) then the frontcountry

campsites (mean = 2133.709).

Figure 12

The Mean Weight of Litter Per Week
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Weather

The daily temperatures and precipitation for the area around Whiteshell

Provincial Park (Pinawa WNRE) for the duration of the study was collected from

Environment Canada. The average daily high for the eight weeks of the study was

21.64'C. The average daily low for the eight weeks of the study was 10.30'C.

The average daily precipitation for the eight weeks was 0.318mm. Figure 13

shows Daily average temperatures and precipitation for each week.

Figure 13

Average Temperaiures and Percipitation Per Week
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This section will discuss the results of the study. First, signage

effectiveness will be discussed, including other possible influences on littering

behaviour over the course of the study. Second, the difference between

backcountry and frontcountry littering will be examined. Lastly the descriptive data

(category, location, weight, and weather) will be considered.

Signage Effectiveness

The study examined the effectiveness of signs in frontcountry and

backcountry campsites. Both regulatory and interpretative signs were compared

to control campsites where no signs were present. The results show that the

regulatory signs were more effective then the interpretative signs, but were not

more effective than the control campsites (no signs). The interpretative sign was

the least effective out of the three treatments.

The comparison of the two types of signs supports results from past studies

that have examined the effectiveness of interpretative versus regulatory signage.

Past studies that examined the effectiveness of different types of signs found that

regulatory signs were more effective then interpretative signs in battling

depreciative behaviour in parks and protected areas. Both Gertsch (2000) and

Johnson and Swearingen (1992) found that a regulatory sign reduced depreciative

behaviour more effectively then an interpretative sign. Therefore, the

effectiveness of the regulatory sign over the interpretative sign in this study

supports past research.

CHAPTER 5

Discussion
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Although research shows the regulatory signs were more effective than

ínterpretative signs, little is understood about why people respond better to

regulatory signs in a park setting. Past research has shown that visitors predict

that they would obey a regulatory sign more then an interpretative sign. During

the course of her study, Gertsch (2000) surveyed 505 Quetico Provincial Park

visitors about their perceptions of interpretative and regulatory signs. She found

that visitors predicted that they would obey and be deterred by regulatory signs

more often than interpretive signs. Visitors also stated that they preferred the

interpretative signs over the regulatory signs.

Similarly, Gramann and Bonifield (1995) found that when they studied

people's intentions to obey rules in outdoor recreation areas, people were more

likely to intend to comply when a message informing them of probable sanctions

for rule violations were present. These findings suggest that visitors know that

they need some kind of deterring factor to motivate visitors to comply with park

rules.

One possible reason for the effectiveness of regulatory signs could be that

interpretative signs generally have more text on them. Regulatory signs are

typically short and to the point. Past studies have shown that people have limited

attention span when reading information on signs. Cole (1998) found that visitors

focused their attention on written messages for 16-28 seconds when there was no

request for visitor's attention. While, McOool et al. (2000), found visitors spent an

average of five seconds attending to messages. Similarly, Cole and Hammond

(1997) found that visitors only paid attention to messages for an average oÍ 14-22

seconds. This is a limited amount of time to take in any information. These
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studies demonstrate that visitors spend very little time taking in information. An

interpretative sign may take more time to read then a visitor is willing to take. A

short regulatory message may elicit more of a response than a longer

interpretative message. ln this study, the regulatory signs were comprised of 15

words, while the interpretative signs were comprised of 30 words. Therefore, the

length of message may have contributed to the effectiveness of the regulatory

sign.

The results indicate that signs generally are not effective in the reduction of

litter in backcountry and frontcountry campsites. However, when campsite

accessibility, campsite functionality, and weather are taken into account it makes it

difficult to say this with certainty. Each campsite had its own defining

characteristics which makes some more appealing than others. Mainly,

campsites in the study differed in accessibility and functionality. These

characteristics will be discussed in further detail.

Possible lnfluences on Visitor Behaviour

C am p s ite acce ssi b i I ity.

Accessibility of a campsite plays an important role in the number of visitors

to the site. Generally, the more accessible the campsite the larger the number of

visitors to the campsite (Campbell, Walker, Smid, & Baydack, 2003). An increase

in visitors to a campsite increases the probability that garbage will be left behind.

As a result, campsite accessibility may have affected results in Whiteshell

Provincial Park. ln the backcountry, Ritchey 2 and Mantario 1 are the most

accessible campsites that were used in the study. Both campsites are accessible

by both foot (Mantario Trail) and by canoe. Ritchey 2 had an interpretative sign
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and was the most accessible campsite out of the backcountry campsites because

it is closest to a trailhead. This campsite had the largest amount of litter per week

in the backcountry with a mean score of 63.75 pieces of litter per week. Mantario

t had a regulatory sign and the second highest count with 51.63 pieces of litter per

week. Therefore, campsite accessibility may have played a role in the amount of

litter found at these campsites.

ln the frontcountry, Meditation 1 and Meditation 2 were the most accessible

campsites. Both campsites are at the end of the entry trails to the lake.

Meditation 2 (interpretative sign) is also accessible by boat. Both of these

campsites had the highest count of litter in the study. Meditation 1 (interpretative

sign) had a mean count of 80.63 pieces of litter per week and Meditation 2 had a

mean count of 68.63 pieces of litter per week. Therefore, the increase in litter at

these two campsites may have been due to an increase in visitors. For example,

Horseshoe 2 and Horseshoe 3 were less accessible than the campsites on

Meditation Lake. Horseshoe 3 was approximately a 7.5km paddle from the access

trail on Meditation Lake. The type of visitor to a campsite may have changed

according to campsite accessibility. lt could be that visitors who are looking for a

more accessible campsite are more likely to litter. Visitors would also need less

equipment to go to the more accessible campsites. Meditation 1, 2, and 3 do not

require a boat and therefore, visitors would be able to bring more items such as

beer cans, or more food. For example, the most accessible campsite (Meditation

1) had 49 pieces of aluminium/cans, where as the least accessible campsite

(Horseshoe 3) had 23 pieces of aluminium/cans. Similarly, Meditation 2 had 24

pieces of aluminium/cans, while Horseshoe 2had 11 pieces of aluminium/cans.
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Furthermore, highly accessible campsites may attract visitors who are looking to

party, and are more likely to litter. These results suggest that campsite

accessibility may have affected the amount of litter present each week in many

different ways. Accessibility may have affected the differences found between the

campsites with and without signs. This may have been controlled for by rating

each campsite based on accessibility and randomly distributing them to the

different treatments. However, the effect campsite accessibility would have on

study results were not realized until after the study was completed.

C a m ps ite f u n cti on al ity.

Another possible influence on litter amounts in campsites may have been

campsite functionality. Functionality is defined as how functional a campsite is for

visitors. For example, functionality could include the availability and suitability of a

place to set up a tent. Past research has demonstrated that campsite functionality

is an important aspect of campsite selection. Farrell, Hall and White (2001) found

that visitors to the Mt. Jefferson Wilderness saw vegetation and soil impacts as

desirable features in campsites. Visitors said it was inconvenient to have too

much vegetation in a campsite. This may have been the case in some of the

campsites chosen for this study. Many of the campsites that had minimal amounts

of litter were also places where vegetation and slanted rock made it difficult to

camp. ln the backcountry, Ritchey 1 , 2 Lake, and 3 Lake are relatively small

campsites with a fair amount of vegetation making it difficult to tent with a group

larger than three (Figure 14). Ritchey 1 (no sign) has enough room for one, three

person tent. The campsite on Two Lake (no sign) has one good flat tenting spot

with enough room for one, four person tent. Three Lake (regulatory sign) has a
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would have led to a decrease in the probability that garbage would be left behind.

The lack of functionality at these campsites may have partially accounted for the

small amount of litter at these sites. For example, Ritchey 1 was a control site, but

was not a very functional site. However, Ritchey 2 had an interpretative sign and

was a more functional site (large open spaces, lots of areas to tent). Ritchey 2

was also only a 20 minute paddle down the lake. The lack of functionality at

Ritchey 1 may have contributed to less litter found at the site, making the control

site seem more effective in decreasing litter then the interpretative site at

Ritchey 2.

These differences in campsite functionality in both the frontcountry and the

backcountry may have affected the results of the effectiveness of signage. Table

1 and 2 are shown again below for rates each campsite based on accessibility and

functionality.

Table 1:

Rated on Accessibi

G

o
o
Ê
¿lr

Backcountrv Campsites

Legend:

Low

Low

Medium

Hiqh

Accessibility

and Functiona

Hiqh

Lôw1r.:,:

Accessibilitv
Access¡ble by canoe only,
10-20km from road access
accesslble by canoe only,
5-1Okm from road access
Accessible by both canoe and foot,
10-20km from road access

:l:

Medium
Ritchey 1[C]

H|ãl : : :: t, t.,:,,:;,,l;i:.t + :,: ;,

Functionalitv
Small area (square footage),
soace for 1 three oerson tent

iR¡tchey_? [];
Mantárioì1f ll

Meorum area
soace for 1 four oerson tent
Large area,
space for more then one tent
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Table 2:

=G'

o
oc
Jlr

Frontcountrv Gampsites

Low

Leoend:

Low

Hiqh

Medium

Accessibil

Hiqh

Accessibilitv
Access¡ble by motor¡zed boat only,
5-1okm
Access¡ble by motor¡zed boat only,
2-5km from road access

Med¡um

Accessible by motorized boat or
by foot,
under 2km from road access

Another variable that may have affected results is weather. The summer of

2004 was one of the coolest summers on record. There was also above normal

amounts of precipitation during the months of June, July and August (Environment

Canada, 2004). The month of June saw temperatures between 1.9-2.1'C below

normal. July had temperatures between 0.3-1'C below normal. August was the

coolest month out of the three months with temperatures between 3.6-3.3'C below

normal. All three months had above average precipitation, with August

experiencing 30.1mm above normal. Comparison of climate normals can be seen

in Table 5.

These weather cond¡tions likely affected the overall number of visitors to

parks and protected areas generally. A park manager at the Rennie District in

Whiteshell Provincial Park stated that the summer of 2OO4 had one of tlre lowest

numbers of visitors to the backcountry (Duchuck, personal communication, August

10,2004). According to Manitoba Conservation (Schneider, personal
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Functionalitv
small area (square tootage),
soace for 1 three oerson tent
Meolum area
soace for 1 four Derson tent

Large area,
soace for more then one tent



communication, April 11, 2005), there was a provincial decrease in traffic by

11S% from 2003 to 2004. The number of camping nights sold decreased by

12.9% from 2003 lo 2004. Furthermore, the weather for the summer months of

2003 was significantly better then 2004 (Environment Canada, 2004). The

difference in weather probably contributed to the decrease in visitors to parks in

2004.

A decrease in visitors to the park would affect the data at campsites. There

would be less demand for campsites and visitors would have more of a choice

when picking a campsite. Visitors would not have been forced to use the

campsites that are not as accessible or functional. This would mean that fewer

people would be using all the campsites leading to just a few campsites being

used every week. Therefore, the weather of the 2004 summer might have

affected the number of people using some campsites leading to a possible

decrease of litter at campsites. For example, if a visitor perceived that the park

was not very busy due to poor weather, the site on Two Lake may have been

passed for a more functional or accessible site on either Ritchey Lake or Mantario

Lake. Two Lake is a small lake that can easily be paddled for another destination.

Furthermore, Two Lake was randomly selected to be a control site.
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Table 5
Cóiñóâiióöä:ix ctíniátó,ñô?iñáts, w¡iä'SùdiäíËiT¡6ñihË:õr-2iiä4

îï/ì¡ñíÉhéii'Þñü äääórtãii*jltrt

NormalHioh'C
2004 Hiqh "C

Normal Precipitation (sum) mn

Difference "C

Normal Low "C

2004 Precioitation lsum) mn

(Environment Canada, 2005)

June

2004 Low "C

ln conclusion, while results indicate that signage was not an adequate

management tool for reducing litter in Whiteshell Provincial Park; it is difficult to

say with certainty that this was definitely the case. Several factors may have

interfered with results. Campsite accessibility, campsite functionality and climate

may have affected the outcome of the study. The control and treatment conditions

were randomly assigned to sites without taking campsite accessibility and

functionality into consideration. Three out of four (Horsehoe 1, Ritchey 1, 2 Lake)

control sites could be seen as not very functional or accessible, while only two out

of eight (3 Lake, Mantario 2) treatment sites could be seen as not very functional

or accessible. Weather may have also affected where visitors were camping

resulting in less people using all the campsites, leading to just a few of the more

accessible and functional campsites being used every week. The combination of

campsite accessibility, functionality and weather would result in more people

camping at the treatment sites and less people camping at the control sites. This

would result in the probability that more litter would be left behind in the treatment

Difference "C
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Julv
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sites than the control sites, making the sign treatment seem less effective than the

control treatment.

Despite this, results indicate that the regulatory sign was more effective

than the interpretative sign. This is in line with past research on signage type and

depreciative behaviou r.

B ackcou ntry versu s Frontcou ntry Litter

The results suggest there is more litter in frontcountry campsites than in

backcountry campsites. This also may be due in part to campsite accessibility.

Three of the frontcountry campsites are only a one-kilometre hike or ATV ride from

road access and are primarily walk-in campsites. The rest of the frontcountry

campsites are only four to 10 kilometres away f rom the entrance portage by boat.

The campsites are also located in an area that allows motorized vehicles by

definition. This allows visitors to carry more items and heavier items to campsites.

Some heavier items that may exacerbate litter found in frontcountry campsites are

glass objects, such as beer, wine or hard alcohol bottles (Figure 15). For the

purpose of this study each individual piece of glass was counted as one piece of

litter. This could produce a large amount of glass found in campsites. Glass was

the most likely type of litter to be found in the litter collected over the course of the

study (17.47% of the total amount of litter found). The f rontcountry campsites also

had significantly more glass content in the litter collected than the backcountry

campsites (540 pieces of glass as compared to 90 pieces of glass). This may

suggest that increased accessibility by motorized vehicle increases the amount of

litter, especially glass, found at a campsite.
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locations may also be from a difference in awareness of wilderness issues.

Backcountry users may have been more knowledgeable of low impact practices,

such as packing out your garbage.

Further Examinations

Litter Category

Results show that glass (17.47%), tinfoil (16.15%), and plastic (15.04%)

were the types of litter most likely to be found during the course of the study. As

mentioned previously, if a piece of litter was divided into several pieces (i.e. glass

or a newspaper) each individual piece was counted as one piece of litter. This

was done to account for how litter detracts from the aesthetics of our natural

environment. Broken glass may also pose as a safety threat when lying on the

ground in a campsite. Glass is very breakable and was found throughout many of

the campsites. This is likely why glass was found to be the most likely type of litter

found.

Tinfoil received the second highest score under litter category. The

researcher found that tinfoil was most often found in the fire pit and therefore,

could be presumed that it was used for cooking. Tinfoil must burn for a long time

to fully disintegrate and it may have been that many campers were not using a fire

long enough to properly burn the tinfoil (Figure 16). This may account for the high

amount of tinfoil found during the course of the study.
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the litter had either not burned long enough or it had been left unburned for the

next visitors to deal with. This could suggest that visítors do not consider leavíng

garbage in a fire pit as littering. This would also result in a high proportion of litter

found in the fire pit.

Litter Weight

Litter weight was greatest in frontcountry campsites (mean = 2844.949 per

campsite) than in backcountry campsites (mean -744.929 per campsite). Weight

results are similar to litter count results (Figure 17 and Figure 18).

When the weight and count of each campsite are compared, it is easy to

see that the measure of weight does not account for the aesthetics of litter in the

backcountry as well as the measure of count. Although the litter may not weigh as

much in the backcountry because people have to catry it in, it still takes away from

the beauty of a natural campsite. For example, one week Ritchey t had a whole

bag of baby carrots strewn about the site, although carrots do not weight much it is

still incredibly displeasing to see rotting carrots throughout the campsite. Weight

does not accurately account for the carrots detracting from the aesthetics of the

campsite. Another problem with food left at campsites is the probability of

attracting wildlife, which consequently leads to wildlife habituation and a concern

for public safety.

The results also suggest that campsite accessibility may also play an

important role in the weight of garbage found in campsites. Frontcountry litter is

significantly heavier than backcountry litter. This may be the case since

frontcountry campsites are more accessible than backcountry campsites. For

example, visitors are more likely to bring heavy objects when it is easy to access
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the site. Ritchey 2had the heaviest litter in the backcountry and it was the most

accessible campsite of the backcountry campsites. lt seems that visitors are more

likely to bring heavier items into a more accessible campsite then a less

accessible campsite. This of course makes sense, since people are more likely to

pack lighter for more remote locations.
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Weather

Although weather may have had an effect on the overall numbers of visítors

present in the park over the summer, it did not appear to have an effect on the

amount of litter collected from week to week. However, the amount of litter did

seem to be affected during weeks that were a lot cooler and wetter than normal.

For example, week eight was very cool (average high 19.71'C, average low

7.94C) and had a large amount of precipitation (23.40mm). The average

precipitation per week for the study period was 15.28mm. Results suggest that a

combination of low temperatures and high amounts of rain had to be present to

affect the amount of litter in campsites. For example, week three had 45.8Omm of

rain, however the average high was 24.76'C and the average low was 12.63"C.

However, the amount of litter found on week three was the highest amount

collected with a mean of 93.38 pieces of litter for the frontcountry and backcountry

combined. These results suggest that the climate only affected the number of

visitors present in the park from week to week when there were low temperatures

and high amounts of rain.

Litter category, location, weight, and weather for the area increased the

understanding of littering behaviour in Whiteshell Provincial Park. The results

show that visitors are less likely to pack out glass and tinfoil and are more likely to

leave their litter in the fire pit and picnic area in a campsite. Furthermore, visitors

seem to bring heavier items into the frontcountry than the backcountry. Also, the

climate did not seem to affect the amounts of litter present in the campsites from

week to week. There was only a marked difference when there was a combination

of low temperatures and high amounts of precipitation.
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Past management strategies for litter have been based on perceptions of

what is effective rather then sound empirical evidence. This study has increased

the knowledge base concerning littering and provided an empirical measure of

effectiveness of signage in parks and protected areas. The study has provided

insight into whether a regulatory or interpretative sign is more effective in reducing

littering behaviors. The knowledge of the effectiveness of signage types can be

applied to a wide range of other depreciative behaviors to increase the

sustainability of campsites. Managers now will have a better understanding of

frontcountry and backcountry behaviours and plan more effective management

techniques to deal with these differences. Furthermore, researchers and park

managers now have an empirical measurement of the actual amount of litter found

in backcountry and frontcountry campsites rather than a perceived amount of litter.

This section will discuss research conclusions from the study. This will be

followed by a discussion of the study limitations. Lastly, recommendations for park

management will be highlighted.

Research Conclusions

CHAPTER 6

Conclusion

This study was conducted to determine how signage would affect littering

behaviour in parks and protected areas. The study examined the effectiveness of

two types of signs in two distinct areas in the park. ln addition to signage

effectiveness the study examined the location and type of litter found in the

campsites. This was done to assist managers to understand littering behaviour.
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There were five main conclusions drawn from the research.

1. There is significantly more litter in the frontcountry than in the backcountry.

2. Signs were not significantly more effective in reducing litter in campsites
than the control group.

3. Regulatory signs were more effective than interpretative signs.

4. Glass and tinfoil are the two most prominent types of litter found in
campsites.

5. People are more likely to leave litter in the fire pit than anywhere else in the
campsite.

Limitations

There were several limitations to the study. First, the study was only

conducted in one park. Therefore, it is uncertain when and how the results can be

generalized or applied, to other parks. lt is quite possible that these methods may

not be as effective in another park, province, or country. Unfortunately, this is

beyond the scope of this study and therefore, only Whiteshell Provincial Park was

examined. Another limitation is the number of campsites under observation.

There were only twelve campsites examined. A larger number of campsites would

have given a more accurate picture of the effectiveness of signage. Unfortunately

time and money was a factor in this study and therefore, only twelve campsites

were studied.

A second limitation is that there are other factors that could have led to the

change in littering behavior other than the signs. These factors are threats to the

internal validity, or the extent that the study shows a cause-effect relationship

between the independent and dependent variables of the study. Specifically,

history could have been a factor because events occurring outside the research

situation could affect the participant response (Campbell & Stanley, 1963). The
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study was conducted over eight weeks, which is a long period of time where many

things could have changed. Testing may also have been a problem; prior

exposure to signs in previous weeks or along route could result in affecting

response to signs (Campbell & Stanley, 1963). However, if managers decide to

post signs, visitors would be exposed to the signs more than once in a summer

and therefore this situation would replicate the natural situation. Furthermore, pre-

existing litter could also have been a problem. lf some litter was missed in a

previous collection it may have affected visitor response. People are more likely to

litter when litter is already present (Cialdini et al., 1990). Selection bias may also

be of concern in the study (Campbell & Stanley, 1963). Campsites selected for

the control condition could differ in some way from the campsites in the

experimental condition. Mainly, the campsites seemed to have differed in terms of

accessibility and functionality as discussed earlier. This could have been

controlled for if campsites were rated by accessibility and functionality and

randomly distributed among treatments prior to the study. The rotation of signage

throughout the weeks would have addressed this problem as well. Time is also a

factor in the study, different types of people come at different times of the year and

more people may be visiting the park during certain weeks in the summer

(Campbell & Stanley, 1963). The weather over the course of the study may have

also had an effect on the results of the study. The number of visitors present in

the park may have decreased due to poor weather conditions over the course of

the entire summer. This decrease in numbers may have affected where, when

and how long people stayed in the campsites thus affected the results of the study.

The use of a convenience sample may have also been a problem (Campbell &
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Stanley, 1963). Campsites were picked according to location rather then by a

complete random sample. The campsites were selected primarily on accessibility.

This was the only way to make the project manageable. This lack of a random

sample of campsites could have led to sampling biases such as a certain type of

person coming to a specific area of the park. However, treatments were randomly

assigned to the campsites, which increased internal validity.

Lastly, the presence or lack of presence of litter may not have been a

reflection of littering behaviour. Actual littering behaviour was not observed, as no

subjects were directly involved. lnstead the presence or lack of presence of litter

was taken as an indication that visitors had either littered, or not littered. However,

there are a few cases where this may not have been the case. There may have

been some visitors who were more conscientious then others who could have

packed out garbage left behind by others. This would result in a clean campsite

for the researcher during data collection.

These factors could all be threats to internal validity. Although some of

these factors cannot be controlled, it is hoped that the length of the study (8

weeks) allowed for a more representative sample of people to the campsites.

Furthermore, the replication of treatments within the backcountry and frontcountry

may help to increase confidence that the signs were the cause of difference

between treatments (Sahai & Ageel, 2000).

Recommendations

The following recommendations for park management are made based on

the findings of this research.
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1. Use a combination of education and signage to decrease littering
behaviour in parks and protected areas.

Signage alone does not produce an adequate decrease in littering

behaviour. A combination of increased education and regulatory signage

may be more effective. Parks and protected areas have limited resources

and signage is still a low cost way to get a message out. Signage may

provide a useful reminder to visitors, especially the non-conscientious

visitor. Education will also help visitors understand the correct methods of

low impact camping and teach them that leaving litter in the fire pit is not an

acceptable method of disposal.

2. Regulatory signs should be used over interpretative signs.

ln the past management has preferred interpretative signage for deterring

depreciative behaviour. Several studies have demonstrated that they are

not as effective in decreasing depreciative behaviour as interpretative signs.

It seems that a regulatory message evokes more of a response in visitors

then an interpretative message. When signage is used to deter

depreciative behaviour, a regulatory sign should be used.

3. lncrease education on proper litter management in both backcountry
and frontcou ntry campsites.

The results of the study show that people think it is okay to leave garbage in

the fire pit. This is not an acceptable way to dispose of garbage while

camping. lt may be that people think that it will eventually be burned so it is

okay to leave it in the fire pit. This presents a problem for park managers

and visitors. Litter left in fire pits may attract wildlife to the campsite and

lead to possible habituation. The litter left also takes away from the natural
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beauty of the campsite. Fufthermore, certain substances such as glass,

aluminium and tin foil may take several hot fires to completely disintegrate.

Glass can also be dangerous to other campers if it is left broken on the

ground. Park management should address these issues and educate the

public on the proper disposal of garbage. Managers need to stress that it is

not acceptable to leave litter in the fire pit, that whatever is not fully burned

needs to be carried out. Park managers also need to be educated on what

is acceptable to burn and what is not acceptable to burn (i.e. glass versus

paper). Visitors also need to be reminded of the hazards of bringing glass

into the park and educated them on alternative ways of packing food. The

park could also suggest alternative ways to cook food over a campfire

rather then using tinfoil.

The results from the study suggest that visitors are not properly

educated in camping techniques that are required for campsite

sustainability. The proper methods of litter disposal need to be more

widespread to reach more park visitors.

4. Ban the use of glass in campsites and increase the awareness of the
danger of bringing glass into campsites.

Glass is extremely dangerous to have in an outdoor recreation setting.

Glass is very breakable and is a public safety concern when left lying

around. Other visitors risk getting hurt but, the person who brought the

glass in could also seriously harm themselves in an area that is not very

accessible. Glass should be banned in the park to avoid the danger that it

presents. lt also takes away from the natural beauty of a campsite.
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Prohibiting glass would greatly reduce safety concerns and the destruction

of campsites. Park managers should make a note on existing signage

reminding visitors of the danger of bringing glass into the park.

5. Establish a permit system for backcountry use.

Management at Whiteshell Provincial Park should introduce a permit

system in backcountry areas throughout the park. Permit systems allow

park managers to keep track of who is visiting the park and when. This is

beneficial for a variety of reasons. The permit system increases

communication between managers and visitors, assisting in superior park

management. Past studies (Watson, 1993; Hendee, Stankey, & Lucas,

Stankey, & Lucas, 1990) have found that permits provide the most accurate

park-use data for research and proper park management. Permits may

also decrease depreciative behaviour because it would be easy for

management to connect depreciative behaviour to specific park visitors.

This may cause visitors to think twice before engaging in depreciative

behaviour.

Future Research

This topic could benefit from further research in several areas. More

research could be conducted using different types of signs (humor, a hybrid of

regulatory and interpretative etc.) There is a lot of debate and speculation

regarding the use of education and interpretation versus regulatory management

practices. Another study of this nature could shed some light on the debate. The

study could also be replicated in other areas, such as other provincial parks, to

see if visitors react in the same way to signs. Replication could show that the
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results found ín this study are generalizable to other areas in Canada and the

United States. Furthermore, there has been some research that has shown that

the presence of uniformed park personnel encourages visitor compliance

(Johnson & Vande Kamp 1996). lt would be interesting to study the effects of

having uniformed park personnel patrolling the area while signs are present. This

may increase visitor perceptions of the risk of being caught or fined for littering in

parks. As a result, this may decrease littering behavior. To get a better

understanding of visitor's littering behaviour it would be beneficial to include a

survey on visitor characteristics, perceptions, attitudes and beliefs about

depreciative behaviour and park management. Another way to enhance the study

would be to conduct the research in an area that has a permit system in place.

This would allow the researcher access to the actual number of visitors present in

the area during the course of the study and therefore, increase internal validity.

A replication of this study would require the rotation of signs and control

sites throughout the campsites over the course of the study. This would control for

possible differences in campsites, such as campsite accessibility and campsite

functionality. Rotating signage would fully demonstrate the effectiveness of

signage in all campsites. Campsites should also be rated on accessibility and

functionality prior to random assignment of treatments. This would decrease the

probability that the confounding variable of accessibility and functionality are

present.

It would also be useful to test the effectiveness of the combination of

regulatory signage and education in reducing litter in parks and protected areas.
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lntroduction

Signs are a popular medium used to convey messages, informaiion, or

warnings to the general public. Signs are cheap, require little maintenance, and

relay messages when people physically cannot. Signs can easily be ignored and

therefore, thought needs to go into how a sign is laid out and presented. They

need to be constructed in a way that will grab attention and encourage retention of

the messages presented. Many studies have focused on the components of

effective signage. These components include text, message, sign design,

location, and effective regulatory sign design.

The Text

There are several components to taken into consideration when deciding

what type of text to use on a sign. Text should be short and easy to read so that

readers do not get bored and skip over important parts of the text. The use of

lowercase and bold face text is easier to read then of ltalics or all upper case

letters (Mclntosh 1982). Sentence length should be between 10 to 15 words and

sentences over 22 words in length should be cut into two sentences. Paragraphs

need to be short. Paragraphs should only be two to three sentences in order to

hold the reader's attention. The average person will only spend 45 to 60 seconds

reading a sign. Therefore, the sign should only have 225 to 300 words in the

message. When choosing wording, technical terms should be avoided. The use

of active verbs is effective in getting straight to the point, which will increase the

likelihood that the reader will retain the information (Ham 1992) .

Appendix A

Qualitíes of an Effective Sign
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The Message

Several studies have examined the components of an effective message

and their ability to increase reader retention. Ham (1992) provides four guidelines

to consider when designing a message:

1. Theme Awareness: The title of a sign should allow the reader to

instantly recognize what the sign is about. (i.e. "Littering is against the

law", rather then "No littering").

2. Message Components: Utilise no more then five concepts to explain the

text.

3. Selected Details: Only provide facts, information, and details that are

essential to the reader. Keep the message short to allow for quick

reading and ease of focus.

4. Acting on New Knowledge: Provide information or suggestions for how

the person can act on the new information they have received. (i.e.

contact information of an expert, an action they can take).

Many social psychologists have studied what makes a message effective.

Researchers have found that when the credibility of the source is perceived as

high, people are more likely to comply with messages or accept the arguments

presented (McGuire 1985). Therefore, it will be useful to include the Parks Canada

logo and the provincial statute for the littering law to increase the perceived

credibility of the source and therefore, compliance to the message'

Several researchers have also examined the use of schema theory in

presenting messages that are easier to follow and therefore more liked to be

retained (Werner, Rhodes, & Partain 1998; Smith-Jackson & Hall 2002). Schema
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theory states that people expect to receive information in a certain way. This

assists people with information overload. People process information based on

what they already know and expect. People are influenced more by what they

expect to hear, rather then by what is actually in their immediate environment.

When information is presented in a format contrary to their pre-existing schemata,

information is less likely to be retained. Therefore, in order to increase retention of

messages, information needs to be presented in a way most people expect to

receive it. For example, if you explain details before an event or an activity,

people are more likely to remember the details of the activity aftenruards. Thus,

messages need to be presented in a way that people expect. Messages should

also be placed close to where the behaviour is expected to occur (Werner et al.

1998). Visitors also expect to receive information that is important to them (i.e.

warnings, routes), thus, the messages should convey information that is important

to visitors first (Smith-Jackson et al. 2002).

Sign Design and Location

Mclntosh (1982) outlined several key points in sign presentation that will

improve the effectiveness of signs:

1. Colour: High colour contrast increases ease of reading. The use of dark

text on a light background is the most effective.

2. lllustrations: Use of illustrations catches visitor attention and makes the

sign more aesthetically pleasing.

3. Aesthetics: The sign should match its environment as much as possible.

A wooden sign in a natural environment is less of an eye sore then a

plastic sign.
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4. Optimum sign level: The reading surface should be at a 90o angle to the

line of sight. A deviation from this angle can decrease reading

efficiency.

Ham (1992) also set some guidelines for optimal font size and sign

distance. (Gertsch, 2000)

Type

of

Text

Titles

Viewing Distances & Minimum He

Headings

Body Tert

0 to 1.5m

2cm> 72

point

Captions &

Specimen Labels

1.3 cm > 48

point

1.5 to 2m

2.5 cm>96

point

0.6cm>24

point

ights of Letters

2cm> 72

point

0.5 cm>18

point

1 Ocm >384

point

9m

1.3 cm> 48

point

8cm>288

point

0.6 cm> 24

point

18m

1Scm > 576

point

6cm>192

point

13 cm>480

point

N/A

10cm>384

point

N/A
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Appendix B

Tables of Descriptive Statistics
Before Transformation
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